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ABSTRACT
Tourism is a vast, important Industry in the United States.
Considerable amounts of money are spent in this country every year
for the promotion of travel related activities. Despite the wide
spread investments in tourism promotion, very little is known about
the effectivness of these promotional activities.

A significant factor

accounting for this limited knowledge of the effectiveness of tourism
promotion is the nonexistence of models which adequately express the
relationship between advertising expenditures and the additional
tourist travel and/or tourist generated revenue caused by these
expenditures. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to develop
a model which may be used to analyze the tourism advertising structure
for the State of Louisiana and to develop a methodology to optimally
allocate a minimum desirable advertising budget.
A modified gravity model is developed early in the study to
examine the travel patterns of tourists visiting Louisiana. The
model is used to estimate the percentage of the Louisiana tourist
market potential located in different regions of the nation.
BXt
A Gompertz Model (f(X^) - CA ) is selected to examine the
relation between state tourism advertising (Xfc) and tourist generated
state tax revenue (f(Xt>) and a procedure is developed which yields
approximations of the parameters C, A, and B in the model. A
function g(Xt> equating the level of state supported advertising and
viii

additional tourist generated state tax revenue due to state advertis
ing is defined to exist at a level where f(Xfc) - g(Xfc) =0. Newton's
approximation is used to yield an approximation of the minimum
desirable level of state advertising. Results from this part of the
study indicate that the State of Louisiana is advertising below the
minimum desirable level of state advertising. Thus, the conclusion
reached is that the State of Louisiana is underadveirtising in the
area of tourist promotion.
A generalized procedure to optimally allocate any given
advertising budget over any number of regions is developed. Furthermore,
the types of data required for this allocation are identified.
Finally, the effect of energy shortages on the travel market
in general is discussed.

The effect of energy shortages on the above

mentioned models is specifically analyzed.

Aside from the presenta

tion of the generalized methodology, this study hopefully provides
some insight as to desirable policy directions for state tourist
commissions, especially during periods of possible recurring energy
shortages.

ix

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background - National Tourism
" . . . The problems discovered by this, the first compre
hensive study of tourism, turned out to be the result of the
tremendous magnitude and unexpected fragmentation of tourism. We
regard our effort as a voyage of discovery. More needs to be under
taken so that Americans can deal rationally and effectively with
this enormous national entity . .

This was the overall message

related to the President of the United States in a letter of trans
mittal from Charles S. Thomas, Chairman, National Tourism Resources
Review Commission on June 25, 1973.* Thus, Thomas has expressed
the great need to investigate and understand more about the
tourist industry.
Studies indicate that tourism is indeed a vital Industry
for many states. In 1972, 37 of the 50 states ranked tourism
9
as their first or second largest source of income.

As recently

as late 1973, an increasing percentage of the consumer dollar was
being channeled into tourist related activities.^ According to

^Destination USA. Report of the National Tourism Resources
Review Commission (June, 1973).
2Parks

Dimsdale, Jr. and Stephen Brown,"Tourist Marketing:
Not Sophisticated Enough," Southern Advertising/Markets (May, 1973),
p. 11.
3According to the National Travel Expenditure Study, it is
estimated that spending totals by Americans in the United States
reached $36 billion in 1972.
1

2

the report by the National Tourism Resources Review Commission
there are five main factors which have contributed to this trend.^
First, real income per household has been on the rise, allowing
the proportion of household budgets allocated to discretionary
spending to increase. Tourism, as a discretionary activity,
therefore, partially benefits from this additional purchasing
power. Second, population growth continues to exhibit absolute
upward pressures on spending totals in all areas of economic
activity. Third, an increase in leisure time availability gives
rise to additional travel related activities. Fourth, improved
travel facilities and a more extensive and convenient system of
transportation has led to an increased desire to travel. Fifth
and last, a generally higher level of education has created a
greater cultural awareness and thus stimulated the desire to travel.
In addition to the above five, two further developments which
have given rise to increased levels of tourism have been identified.
These developments are: 1) the progress of industrialization and
urbanization which has helped to create a psychological propensity
to mobility and an urgent need for relaxation and recreation, and
2) the evolution of progressive legislation for longer paid holidays.

^Destination USA, op. cit., p. 3.
"*The International Union of Official Travel Organizations,
"Tourism: Its Nature and Significance," Annals of Tourism Research
I, No. 4 (1974), pp. 105-112.

3

Background - Louisiana Tourism
Louisiana is one of the states significantly affected by
tourism. As of 1973, "Louisiana's travel-related trade is centered
in 17,450 lodging and eating establishments, recreation and auto
services, and passenger transport utilities. These groups of firms
comprise one out of six of the 115,850 non-farm business and
industrial firms in the state. One-fifth of all concerns in private
commerce in Louisiana are operating facilities allied with travel
activities."®

It should be noted that the accuracy of these values

is questionable, but their approximate magnitudes are indicative
of the Importance of tourism to Louisiana.
Copeland

estimates that out-of-state visitors spent $500
Q

million in Louisiana during 1973.

However, the indirect impact

of tourism expenditures extends to a wider range of industries
than the obvious tourist industries themselves.

Studies indicate

that all funds funnelled into an economic system tend to have a
significant multiplier effect. The more self-sufficient the
political subdivision receiving the funds, the greater the multiplier

®Louisiana Tourism 1973 (published by Louisiana Travel
Promotion Association), p. 10.
^Dr. Lewis C. Copeland has specialized in state and small area
studies for thirty years and prepared the economic analysis of
tourism in Louisiana on which the publications Louisiana Tourism
1971, Louisiana Tourism 1972. and Louisiana Tourism 1973 are based.
^Louisiana Tourism 1973, op. cit., p. 4.

4

Q
Is likely to be. It should be recognized that the economic
benefits from tourism in Louisiana are not confined to private
business but also contribute significantly to the revenue of state
and local governments.

According to Copeland: "The State of Louisiana

collected $212 million or 12 cents out of each sales dollar from the
concerns and individuals engaged in serving and transporting
travelers along with their local customers. This was about one-fifth
of state tax collections from all sources during 1973. Local
governments collected an additional $49 million, or three cents
from each sales dollar, for property and other local sales taxes."^
Expanding types of business such as tourism stimulate other
lines of commerce and they create growing markets for other enter
prises. Dr. Copeland says, "... the Louisiana travel business is
expanding faster than other sectors of the consumer market.
Tourism will continue to be a growth industry because in our expand
ing economy an increasing proportion of family income can be set
aside for leisure and recreation.

At the same time, competition

for shares of the tourist dollar is growing rapidly and more than
$55 million is spent annually by cities and states to attract a
portion of the mobile market."^

7Parks

Dimsdale, Jr., and Stephen Brown, op. cit., p. 11.

^Louisiana Tourism 1973, op. cit., p. 7.
11Ibid.,

p. 2.

5

The state supported advertising budget which includes the
cost of production of the advertisements was $90,000.00 in fiscal
year 1971-72 for the State of Louisiana. This budget amount was
the lowest of the eleven states in the southern region of the country
(see Table 1). In addition, the State has retained the services
of Dr. Lewis Copeland to provide a profile of Louisiana's tourists
and their expenditures. Dr. Copeland's annual report to the
Louisiana Tourist Development Commission essentially contains only
a series of estimates of items such as the number of out-of-state
tourists visiting Louisiana and a classification of these tourists
by origin state, their total expenditures, a breakdown of total
expenditures, and the contribution of the travel industry to the
state economy.
On July 25, 1974, the Louisiana Tourist Development Commission
announced that preparations for.a new and far-reaching tourism
research study was under way at a cost of $79,691.00. Lieutenant
Governor James E. Fitzmorrls commented that to date, "the state
tourist agency has had to plan its programs mostly by instinct ...
(but) the time has come for more sophisticated marketing decisions,
based on scientific economic research."12
Purpose
The research study for the Louisiana Tourist Development
Commission and the need from which it developed demonstrate on a

•^Travel

(May 24, 1975).

News from Louisiana - Louisiana Tourist Commission,

6

TABLE 1
MEDIA BUDGETS FOR SELECTED SOUTHERN STATES:
FISCAL YEAR 1971-1972

State

Budget

Alabama

$100,000

Arkansas

$300,000

Florida

$510,000

Georgia

$627,000

Kentucky

$129,000

Mississippi

$240,000

North Carolina

$350,000

South Carolina

$358,000

Tennessee

$175,000

Texas

$340,000

Virginia

$650,000

LOUISIANA

$ 90,000

Source: Tourism: Louisiana's $420,000,000 Industry, pamphlet
by the Louisiana Travel Promotion Industry.
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state level the Importance of relevant tourist travel research.
The purpose of this study is to develop appropriate models and
procedures in order to analyze the tourist advertising structure
for the State of Louisiana. It is thus hoped that this study
will make a significant contribution to current and future efforts
in tourism research.
Objectives
There are several objectives in this study. One objective
is to analyze the characteristics and the travel patterns of
tourists visiting Louisiana during recent time periods. A second
objective is to develop a model which demonstrates the effect of
state funded tourist advertising upon tourist revenues In the State.
An estimate of the "minimal"13 level of state supported tourist
advertising is to be derived from the specified model. A third
objective is to develop a procedure to allocate the state adver
tising budget among the different regions of the United States In
order to maximize total tourist revenue for a given budget.

An

essential step in the procedure is the identification and description
of data which are not currently collected but are essential to the
allocation procedure. A final objective is to analyze the effect
of the "Energy Crisis" on the origin characteristics of the Louisiana

•'•^Minimal in this context and as used in Chapter V refers to
the level of advertising below which any increase in advertising
expenditures results in a more than compensating increase in
tourist generated state tax revenues.

8

tourists and further to indicate the resultant effect upon the
allocation of advertising expenditures.
Scope and Organization of the Study
Procedures are developed in this study which are sufficiently
general in nature that they may be modified for use by most state
tourist commissions to achieve the previously stated objectives.
The tourist data for the State of Louisiana which are examined
and used to illustrate the methodology are taken from the 47 (minus
Louisiana) contigious states. The states of Alaska and Hawaii
are excluded because of their relative isolation and their small
potential to generate tourists to Louisiana.

The State of Louisiana

is excluded because the study is concerned with expenditures and
revenues from out-of-state tourists.
The model developed in this study relating advertising to
the level of tourism is limited. The advertising variable is
restricted to the level of state supported advertising, thus
excluding advertising by hotels and other members of the tourist
industry. The variable used in the model to indicate the level
of tourism due to state supported advertising is the state tax
revenue generated by the tourists.

Although this variable only

partially reflects the benefits of increased levels of tourism,
it is chosen because it is Instrumental in defining the minimal
level of state supported tourist advertising in Chapter V.
A further possible limitation is that this study is a
partial equilibrium analysis. It is assumed that only the state

9

in question (Louisiana) would increase tourist advertising expen
ditures to the "minimal" level; that is, tourist advertising
expenditures for other states are assumed constant.
The first step in this study is to examine the available
data concerning the Louisiana tourist. A description of the
characteristics of the Louisiana tourist in Chapter II is followed
by a comparison of the Louisiana tourist with the United States
tourist in general.
The travel patterns of Louisiana tourists are analyzed in
Chapter III. A model explaining a large proportion of the variation
in travel patterns is developed and later used to estimate the
percentage of the Louisiana tourist market located in each of n
defined regionG of the nation. It is understood that these
are point estimates of the market percentage in each region. These
market percentages will be instrumental In developing an optimum
allocation of the allotted advertising budget in Chapter VI.
In Chapter IV, the relationship between state advertising
and tourist generated state tax revenue is examined. A model
which demonstrates this relationship should satisfy the following
five conditions: 1) the level of tourist generated state tax
revenue should be some non-negative value for a zero level of
advertising, 2) there exists some saturation level of tourist
generated state tax revenue, 3) there should be a response rate
variable relating the rate of change in tax revenues to the level
of advertising, 4) the model should allow for an eventual .

diminishing marginal rate of return of tourist generated state tax
revenue for large, If not all, levels of advertising, 5) the model
ideally should be flexible enough to allow for an increasing
marginal rate of return at relatively low levels of advertising if
such should be the case. The model which best satisfies these
requirements will be one selected from the family of growth
functions known as Gompertz curves [f(X )• CA®^]. The parameters
•I
t
A and B are constants which have positive values less than one.
C is a positive valued constant representing the saturation level
of tourist generated state tax revenue where f(X) is the level of
tourist generated state tax revenue corresponding to some level
of state supported tourist advertising, X. The level of tourist
generated state tax revenue at a zero level of advertising is
the product of C and A. The rate of change of the dependent
variable is a function of the level of the independent variable
(X) and is directly related to the magnitude of B and C and
inversely related to the magnitude of A. A procedure is outlined
which yields approximations of the parameters C, A, and B in the
model.
A relationship equating state advertising and additional
tourist generated state tax revenue due to state advertising is
introduced in Chapter IV. The relationship may be stated as
Xt = gCXt) - Yq where
Xf. = advertising expenditures in time period t.
g(Xt) = total tourist generated state tax revenue corresponding

11

to all non-negative values of Xt.
YQ = the amount of tourist generated state tax revenue when
x t = 0.
The minimum desirable level of state supported advertising is then
defined where f(Xj.) - g(Xt) = 0. Thus, at the minimum desirable
level the total additional tourist generated state tax revenue is
equal to the total advertising cost.
In Chapter VI, a procedure to optimally allocate a given
advertising budget over any given number of regions is developed.
This step in the study relies upon two previous findings. One is
the estimate of the parameter (£) in the Gompertz Model representing
the saturation level of tourist tax revenue due to additional
advertising. The second needed result is the estimate of the
percentage of the Louisiana tourist market located in each region
of the country.

Although the allocation procedure is presented,

additional data, not currently collected by the State of Louisiana
are essential to illustrate the procedure. The nature of the data
needed is outlined and a policy recommendation is made that the
Tourist Development Commission disaggregate their available data
in a prescribed manner in order to obtain the required data.
The effect of the energy crisis on tourism in Louisiana is
considered in Chapter VII.

An analysis of data before and during the

energy shortages is conducted. In addition, a model explaining
tourist travel patterns to Louisiana during the energy shortage
is considered. The "energy shortage" model is then considered in

12

developing revised estimates of the percentage of the Louisiana
market located In each region of the country. The analysis of the
energy shortage on tourist travel patterns via the revised model is
carried one step further to the effect it would have on the optimum
allocation of the advertising budget. The total analysis hopefully
provides some insight as to desirable policy directions in the
case of recurring periodic energy shortages.
A flow-chart to pictorially present the organization and
logical order of the study as discussed is presented in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Chapter 2
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LOUISIANA TOURIST

Chapter 3
MODIFIED GRAVITY
REGRESSION MODEL

Chapter 4
GOMPERTZ MODEL RELATING STATE
TOURIST ADVERTISING TO TOURIST
GENERATED STATE TAX REVENUE

Chapters 3 and 6
USE PREDICTED Y VALUES TO
ESTIMATE THE PERCENT OF
TOURIST MARKET LOCATED IN
EACH OF n DEFINED REGIONS OF
THE NATION

Chapter 5
MINIMUM DESIRABLE LEVEL
OF STATE SUPPORTED TOURIST
ADVERTISING

Chapter 6
OPTIMUM ALLOCATION OF ADVERTISING BUDGET OVER n DEFINED REGIONS

Chapter 7
EFFECT OF ENERGY CRISIS

Chapter 7
REVISED REGRESSION MODEL
FOR CRISIS PERIOD

Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS

Chapter 7
COMPARISON OF DATA FOR CRISIS
PERIOD WITH BEFORE PERIOD

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF TOURIST RESEARCH LITERATURE AND DATA
The purposes of this chapter are threefold. First, to present
a summary of the literature related to the present study. This
includes a discussion of previously developed travel-related models
as well as literature useful in an explanation of the rationale
and development of the model to be developed in this study. Second,
published and unpublished data sources relevant to the study are
discussed. Third, selected data are presented in order to provide
a profile of the domestic United States tourist as well as those
domestic tourists visiting the State of Louisiana.
Selected Definitions
Following are definitions of some of the frequently used
terms in this study which might need clarification.
1. Louisiana tourist: One who travels outside of his home
environment to the State of Louisiana for the purpose of business,
conventions, sightseeing, recreation, visiting friends or relatives,
etc., with the exception of those who commute to and from regular
employment.^

^Definition of a tourist as used in the National Travel Survey,
modified for the State of Louisiana.
14
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2. Person-Nights: The total number of nights spent away
from home by tourists.

A "person-night" was recorded for each

night spent by one Individual on a trip.
3. Person-Trip: One person on one trip outside his home
environment.
4. State advertising: Mass communications funded by the
State for the purpose of attracting tourists to the State. No
private or otherwise local or regional advertising is included
in this definition.
Tourism Studies and Models
The literature concerned with sophisticated analyses of
tourism is relatively scarce. Despite the phenomenal growth of
this industry and its Importance to the economy, relatively little
is known about tourist travel demand. Although some states have
developed a "feel" for the general demographic characteristics of
the tourists who visit their state, little sophistication has been
developed in the techniques of tourist marketing.
Many tourist studies are descriptive and concerned with the
size and profile of the tourist population for some particular
area.^ This type of study is useful in providing information but
does not itself result in policy recommendations or a coherent
marketing plan.

l^Parks Dimsdale, Jr., and Stephen Brown, op. clt., p. 11.
•^For example: The Family Vacation Market, report on a National
Family Opinion, Inc., Survey; Louisiana Tourism 1973, published by
Louisiana Travel Promotion Association.
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Where data exist, a more quantitative approach to the analysis
of tourist travel may be taken. One such study by Bechdolt^ used
regression analysis to estimate parameters of cross-sectional
demand functions for travel from each of the mainland states of the
United States and the District of Columbia to Hawaii for each of
the 10 years from 1961 through 1970. Bechdolt used two basic crosssectional travel demand functions in his study. The first being a
total demand function which specifies that the total number of
visitors traveling to Hawaii from the j1"*1 origin state (Vj) during
a given year is a function of total personal income earned in state
j (Yj) and first-class, round-trip air fare from a centrally located
standard metropolitan statistical area in state j to Honolulu,
Hawaii (Fj). The second function is a per capita demand function
which specifies that the number of visitors in proportion to the
population of state j for a given year (1 ) is a function of the
Pj
per capita personal income in state j (?/p)j and the airline fare

(Fj). Bechdolt used both linear and log-linear regression models
for the travel demand functions as shown In the following equations:
Vj » a0 + ax Yj + a2 Fj + U-y
In Vj = bQ + bx ln(Yj) + b2 InCFj) + U2j
Vj
-i - c0 + Ci CY/pJj + c2

+ »3J

"^Burley V. Bechdolt, Jr., "Cross Sectional Travel Demand
Functions: U.S. Visitors to Hawaii, 1961-1970," Quarterly Review of
Economics and Business, Vol. 13, No. 4 (Winter 1973), pp. 37-41.

17

In (Vj) = dQ +
where

ln(Y/p)j + d2 In (Fj) = U4j

for i <=> ls 2, 3, 4 is the error term.

Bechdolt arrived at the following conclusions: "First, ...
reduction in regulated airline fares to Hawaii probably would
result not only in an increase in the number of visitors to Hawaii,
but also increased airline revenues. Second, if the general increase
in state incomes continues, total travel to Hawaii will, like any
set of superior goods, increase. Third, those interested in promoting
travel to Hawaii should focus their advertising on states with
relatively high incomes and relatively low airline fares."-'-®
It should be recognized that the State of Hawaii is a very
atypical state with respect to tourist travel. First, there is a
considerable minimum amount of time and money required to take a
trip to Hawaii. Second, the percentage of visitors to Hawaii who
travel by airplane was nearly 97 percent in 1970.19 Third, over
95 percent of nearly one million surveyed visitors to Hawaii in
1970 indicated that there were going to Hawaii for some other
reason besides private, military, or other business or school
purposes.20
" Therefore, although the use of linear and log-linear
regression models for travel demand has merit for further applica
tion in travel demand analysis, great caution must be exercised so as
not to generalize results from Bechdolt's study to other states.

•^Bechdolt, op. cit., p. 44.
l^Bechdolt, op. cit., p. 46.
20Ibid., that is to say, the purpose for traveling to Hawaii
for nearly all visitors was along the line of recreation, entertainment,
and/or sightseeing.
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Application of the principle of gravitational attraction can
and has been used in tourist research. A modified "gravity model,"
based on Newton's law of physical attraction and the application
of this law in previous studies, is developed in Chapter III.
A basic postulate of Newtonian physics is that two bodies attract
each other in proportion to the product of their masses and inversely
by the square of their distance. That is,
("2>

.-.

d2
where
F = The force which each body exerts on the
other
G a A constant representing the pull or
force of gravity
M-^ = The mass of the first body
M2 = The mass of the second body
D = The distance between the first and
second bodies
Webster's Dictionary defines "attraction" as follows:
"Attraction implies the possession of one thing of a quality, or
qualities, that pulls another thing to it." The quantification of
the property of attraction, first specified in the physical law,
has recently been modified and applied to travel-related studies.
An early application of the physical law of attraction is
based on the establishment of market areas.

An empirical study
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conducted some years ago resulted in what Is often referred to as
Rellly's "Law" of retail gravitation. Reilly's Law is said to
express the proposition that two trade centers attract retail
trade approximately in proportion to the population (of the trade
center) and in inverse proportion to the square of the distance
from the centers.^ Symbolically, the proportion can be expressed
in terms of the proportion of the retail trade from some intermediate
point which is attracted by trade centers A and B—and Tg,
respectively. That is:
T*
P. D
— =^ <_B)2
tB
pb
V
where
and

and Pg represent the populations of trade centers A and B
and Dg represent the respective distances to A and B from

97
the intermediate point.
The relationship is expressed graphically
in Figure 2. In Figure 2, T*
„
_A _ >300,000,. /80» 2
Trade center A
T_
600,000 40 ^
o
might therefore be expected to attract twice as much trade from
the intermediate point as B. Thus, there are two basic premises of
Reilly's Law. First, the larger the population of a trading center,
the greater is the pulling power of that trading center in terms of
attracting shoppers from outlying areas. Second, the greater the
distance of the intermediate (origin) point from the trade center,

William J. Reilly, Methods for the Study of Retail Relation
ships. A reprint of Studies in Marketing Research No. 4 published
in 1929 (Austin, Texas: Bureau of Business Research, The University
of Texas, 1959), p. 16.
^^William R. King, Quantitative Analysis for Marketing Manage
ment, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967), p. 522.
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FIGURE 2
Retail Trade Attraction of Two Trade Centers

P = Population B = 600,000

D„ = Distance to B = 80 miles

Intermediate Point
D. - Distance to A = 40 miles

P. = Population A
= 300,000

Source: Modified from William R. King, op. cit., p. 522.
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the weaker is the pulling power of that trade center in terms of
attracting shoppers from that intermediate point.
Several studies concerning population mobility were conducted
in the 1940's. The most relevant research for this study is by George
23
Zipf.
According to Zipf, the number of persons that move between
any two communities in the United States whose respective populations
are

and

and which are separated by the shortest transportation

distance, D, is proportional to the ratio 0?j)^2^» subject to the
influence of modifying factors.^4

^

The ability of variables relating to distance and populatiom
25
to explain the property of attraction was used by Crampon
to develop
what could basically be referred to as a "tourist gravitational model".
The model was based on the concept that the number of visitors from
particular origins to a specific destination area is a function of
several variables, the most significant of which are the size of the
population in the origin area and the distance between the origin
and destination areas.

Crampon's basic gravity model is:

= bl«o)CI„d>b2
Where

V , = The number of visitors from a given market area or
°
origin, o, visiting a given destination, d.

23
George Kingsley Zipf,"The P^ P^ Hypothesis: On the Intercity
D
Movement of Persons", American Sociological Review, Vol. II, No. 1
(February 1946), pp. 677-686.
^Zipf, ££. cit., p. 16.
^L.J. Crampon, "A New Technique to Analyze Tourist Markets,"
Journal of Marketing. Vol. 30 (January 1966), pp. 27-31.
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Pq = The population of the origin, o

TQd = The travel distance between the origin, o, and
the destination, d
b2 = Represents the slope of the exponential curve, a
negative value indicating that distance has a
dampening effect on the number of visitors from
a given origin market area.
The similarity between Crampon's tourist gravitational model
and the physical law of attraction for two bodies should be apparent.
Crampon's implicit hypothesis is that only one destination area is
considered at a time. Thus, a measure of the attractiveness of the
destination area is not specifically required. The central issue
is the tourist market potential in each origin area and the relative
ability of the destination area to draw from each of these origins.
The term in Crampon's tourist gravity model which roughly sets the
upper limit on tourist market potential is the population for each
origin. This population term serves the same function as the
product of the masses in the physical attraction equation, setting
26

an upper limit on the level of attraction between the two points.

The distance variable serves as a dampening force on the potential
level of attraction in both the physical and tourist gravita
tional models. That is, the greater the distance between the
two points, the weaker the level of attraction becomes. Crampon,
however, deviates slightly from the physical model in terms of the
form of the distance variable in that he does not define the power

26The two points being the two physical masses in the case of
physical attraction and the origin and destination areas in the
case of tourist attraction.
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of the distance variable to be two, instead leaves it as a
value to be computed for a given set of data.
Crampon does not indicate the results from using his
tourist gravity model except to say: "... it was established that
reasonably accurate estimates were measured in terms of the vari
ance between the estimated and observed number of visitors from
various markets to each destination area."27
Crampon refers to other independent variables, such as the
income and the propensity to travel of the residents of the market
area, which may be injected into the model, but does not expand his
model to include these variables. A modified form of the model
b_
Vod - blPoCT ) 2 will be considered in the development of a model
Qd
in Chapter III.
Advertising and Tourism Literature
The importance of advertising in increasing the demand for
tourist travel is recognized throughout the tourist industry,
as demonstrated by the amount of state funds devoted to travel
promotion in selected media by all states and the District of
Columbia, with the exception of Delaware and Ohio, as shown in
Table 2. However, nowhere in the literature is there an attempt
to develop a model demonstrating the relationship between adver
tising and the magnitude of tourist travel, tourist expenditures,
and/or derived tax revenues from tourism. Thus, at this point,

27
Crampon, op. cit., p. 31.
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TABLE 2
Individual State Resort and Tourist Advertising Expenditures
In Measured Media in U.S., 1969

State

Magazines Newspapers
(000)
(003)

Alabama
$ 139
Alaska
69
Arizona
102
Arkansas
36
California3
418
Colorado
195
Connecticut
13
Delaware
Dist. of Col.
Florida
97
Georgia
143
Hawaii
97
Idaho
75
Illinois
13
Indiana
27
Iowa
12
Kansas
22
Kentucky
56
Louisiana
38
Maine
64
56
Maryland
Massachusetts
153
201
Michigan
Minnesota
107
Mississippi
76
Missouri
165
Montana
50
12
Nebraska
Nevada
14
36
New Hampshire
New Jersey
68
New Mexico
New York
395
North Carolina
196
North Dakota
16
Ohio
45
Oklahoma
122
Oregon
Pennsylvania
27

Television Radio Total Rank
(000)
(000) (000)

$ 18
2
55
94
39
50
4
267
41
100
10
43
4
11

$ 15

$232
23

13
16
38
36
118
17

17

15
63

1

12
228
40
40
50
179
57

121
179

28
53

$ 157
71
102
91
527
234
63

19
31
22
26

4
596
207
197
85
56
31
23
22
69
54
102
92
271
235
122
76
229
50
24
242
76
40
118
574
253
16

48
1
12
13
27
35
42
45
46
32
36
22
25
4
8
20
28
10
37
44

45
271
259

38
4
6

9
33

28
40
21
2
7
47
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)
Individual State Resort and Tourist Advertising Expenditures
In Measured Media in U.S., 1969

State

Magazines
(000)

Rhode Island
$ 21
South Carolina
167
South Dakota
143
Tennessee
222
Texas
175
Utah
131
Vermont
43
Virginia
323
Washington
71
West Virginia
36
Wisconsin
105
Wyoming
25
Pacific Northwest
Associated
(Wash., Ore.,
Brit. Col.)

Television Radio Total Rank
(000)
(000) (000)

$ 52
25
52
10
12
14
241
25
83
16

$ 73
192
195
222
185
$ 24
167
57
2
566
96
36
6
194
41

30
16
14
11
17
18
34
3
24
41
15
39

25

43

25

1969 GRAND T0TAL$4,842
% Distribution

Newspapers
(000)

63

$2,473
32

$ 249
3

$ 169 $7,733
2

100

California figures are not state funds. They are for Southern
California Visitors Council, San Francisco and San Diego Convention
and Tourist Bureaus combined.
^Nevada figures are not state funds. They are for Clark County
(Las Vegas) only.
SOURCE: 1969 Resort and Tourist Advertising Expenditures of Individual
States in Measured Media Within the United States, Travel
Research Internatlon, Inc., New York, New York. As cited in
Travel Trends In the United States and Canada (Boulder,
Colorado: Business Research Division, Graduate School of
Business Administration, University of Colorado, 1973),
pp. 57-58.
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a discussion of selected advertising literature and how it relates
to the field of tourism is presented along with a survey of the
limited literature which specifically relates advertising and
tourism.
According to Kotler

28

, "the purpose of advertising is to

make potential buyers respond more favorably to the firm's offering.
It seeks to do this by providing information to customers, by trying
to modify their desires, and by supplying reasons to prefer the
particular company's products."
Various lists have been drawn up to describe the conditions
which best indicate whether a firm should advertise in order to
increase the demand for its product. Borden29 identified five
criteria which may serve as a general guide to determine the
30
potential contributions of advertising.
Those criteria are:
1) The demand trend for the product should be favorable;
2) The firm should be capable of differentiating Its product;
3) The product should have some hidden aspects or properties
about which the market needs information;
4) Emotional buying motives that may be exploited should be
present in either an active or latent state;

28
Philip Kotler, Marketing Management: Analysis. Planning,
and Control, 2nd ed., (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall
Inc., 1972), p. 664.
29
Neil Borden, The Economic Effects of Advertising, (Chicago:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1942), pp. 424-428.
30
For a slightly different set of conditions, see Philip
Kotler, op. cit., p. 665.
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5) Adequate funds should be available for the advertising
program.
In addition to the above five conditions, Stanton31 says that in
general, firms whose markets are widespread should resort to advertising
as the main method to stimulate sales.
If we consider the state as the equivalent of a firm and
tourism as a market product, it should be clear that tourist
advertising has a large potential contribution to make to the state
since: 1) The tourist industry has experienced phenomenal growth
in the last decade and there seems to be general agreement that we
will witness continued growth in the tourist industry in the rest
32
of the decade; 2) Each state has a unique blend of attractions to
offer the traveler; 3) There are so many points of interest in each
state that the typical tourist is unfamiliar with many if not a
majority of the attractions; 4) People have shown an increase in
their propensity to travel, partially due to the psychological
33
desire to travel; 5) The advertising program can be entirely

William Stanton, Fundamentals of Marketing, (New York;
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1964), p. 543.
32
The National Tourism Resources Review Commission estimated
tourist spending totaled $50 billion in 1970 and Commission projections
indicate spending at a rate of $127 billion by 1980. Recommendations
of the National Tourism Resources Review Commission, Journal of Travel
Research, Vol. 12, No. 2, Fall, 1973, pp. 20-23. Printed from
Destination PSA, Vol. 1 Summary-Report of the National Tourism
Resources Review Commission.
33
Lewis Copeland and Leona Copeland, The Tennessee Tourist
Business During 1972: An Economic Analysis and Destination PSA,
op. cit.
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supported by state funds; and 6) The tourist market is indeed quite
large, many states showing the ability to attract tourists in large
numbers from all regions of the country.
The theoretical arguments presented above Indicate that adver
tising should have a significant effect upon tourist travel. Indeed,
the statement has been made that "One of the basic accelerators of
34
35
tourism is advertising."
Simon In his study of Israel's only
international airline, El Al, suggests that advertising abroad by
El Al results not only in an Increase in the number of tourists who
travel to Israel on El Al airlines but results in an additional
increase in the level of tourism to Israel by other means of trans
portation. Although citing no evidence, Perkins makes the comment
that "a number of countries have demonstrated that governmentsponsored or government-coordinated promotional activities are
36
extremely effective means of stimulating tourism."
A very important study in the field of tourist advertising
measured the effect of the USTS program37 on levels of foreign
34
Travel Trends in the United States and Canada, p. 55.
35
Julian L. Simon, "How Much Should an Airline Spend for Advertis
ing? A Case Study Example," Journal of Travel Research, Vol. XIII, No. 3
(1974), p. 13.
Edward L. Perkins,"Governmental Roles in Tourism Development,"
Proceedings, Eleventh Annual Conference, Western Council for Travel
Research, Inc. (August 17-21, 1969), p. 64,
"^Since its establishment on June 29, 1961, the United States
Travel Service (USTS) has been actively promoting a "Visit USA"
Program. This program has been a joint venture by industry and
government, coordinated by the USTS.
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tourism to the United States. The results from this study, as reported
38
by Jensen are found to be quite significant. Several years after
the inception of the Visit USA program the increase In tourism to
39
the United States from the 19 OECD countries was estimated to be
about 35 percent greater than could be explained by changes In the
socio-economic factors that influence toutism. A simple linear and
log-linear regression analysis (excluding a variable for the level
of advertising) was the method used to derive the projected levels of
tourism which were then compared to the actual levels of tourism.
Jensen concluded that the USTS program was successful in directly
or indirectly increasing the flow of tourists to the United States.
The analysis of the effect of the USTS coordinated "Visit
USA" program underscores the desirability of government involve
ment In tourist promotion activities.

Aside from the fact that

state governments have an adequate source of funds to tap, they
generally are beginning to recognize the benefits from increased
levels of tourism. The strongest of these benefits are economic—
increased employment, Increased regional income, and Increased
40
opportunity for local entrepreneurship.
Furthermore, most

^®Kenneth A. Jensen, op. cit., pp. 165-178.
^The 19 countries of the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) are: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, and the United
Kingdom.
^Edward L. Perkins, op. clt., p. 61.
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states today are trying to establish, new tax revenue sources to
meet needs for education, pollution control, public health, welfare,
and various critical urban and rural problems.^ For these
reasons all fifty states have now established offices to promote and
service the tourist business.^ Kastarlak^ states that a well
conceived marketing plan utilizing travel promotion to generate
demand for the services of existing tourist attractions and
facilities is the most important tool in the hands of the state
governments. Furthermore, he continues, "state governments are in
the position to influence and guide the growth of tourism more
effectively than any other single organization."^
Data Sources Relevant to the Stady
A brief overview of both published and unpublished data sources
is presented herein. The purpose of this summary is to identify in one
section the entire spectrum of data sources for data used in this study.

Somerset R. Waters, "The Critical Need for State Travel
Statistics," Travel Research. Bulletin, Vol. 8. No. 4, (Spring, 1970),
pp. 1-3.
42Ibid.
4%ulent Kastarlak, "Tourism Potential and Planning for Growth
at the State Level," Proceedings, First Annual Conference, The Travel
Research Association Monterey, California, (August 16-19, 1970),
pp. 85-94.
440p.

cit., p. 93.
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A primary source of data is the 1972 National Travel Survey.*5
"The main objective of the National Travel Survey is to provide data,
principally on a national basis, for use by Federal and State agencies
and other persons concerned with policy formation and promotional
activities in the general field of travel."*®

The Survey is based on

information concerning trips that were taken by members of the
household, Including such aspects as who went, where, when, for. how
long, by what mode of transport, primary reason for trip, and
related socioeconomic factors.
The National Travel Survey is based on information obtained
from a probability sample of approximately 24,000 households represent
ing the Nation as a whole. The sample design is a multistage probability
plan which is roughly equivalent to a simple plan of dividing the
entire Nation into segments, each segment consisting of a cluster of
about six households, and selecting segments proportionate to popula
tion. Essentially, however, the sampling procedure is accomplished by
grouping all of the counties and independent cities In the Nation into
clusters (called primary sampling units), stratifying them according
to their socioeconomic characteristics and drawing a sample of 449
47
primary sampling units to represent the Nation.

45
1972 Census of Transpdrtatlon: National Travel Survey,
Bureau of the Census, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C., 1973.
op. cit., p. v.
*^op. clt., p. vii, viii.
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The information collected In the National Travel Survey is
recorded on the National Travel Survey Public-Use Tape. This tape
contains one record for each trip reported. In addition, an expansion
factor to universe level is included on each record. It is noted here
that a computer program was developed for this study which yields the
estimated number of person-nights spent in any given destination state
by travelers from every origin state. These data for the estimated
number of person-nights for each origin are further categorized as to
the means of transport, purpose of trip, family income, weekend or not,
vacation or not, and quarter of travel within the year.
48
The 1972 National Travel Expenditure Study is designed to
provide detailed estimates of the expenditures of United States
tourists for travel within the United States. This study is based
upon the United States Census Bureau's 1972 National Travel Survey.
The model used to estimate the travel expenditures was first proposed
by the Chief of the Transportation Division of the Bureau of the
Census, Dr. Donald E. Church.49 Unlike the typical survey recall
approach, the 1972 National Travel Expenditure Survey required survey
respondents to recall only the trip characteristics of their travel,
such as the destination, time of year, duration of the trip, purpose
48
1972 National Travel Expenditure Study: Summary Report,
Washington, D.C., U.S. Travel Data Center (December, 1973).
49
Donald E. Church, "A Proposed Model for Estimating and
Analyzing Travel Expenditures." Western Council for Travel Research
Bulletin, VII, Nos. 1 and 2 (Summer, Fall, 1964).
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of the trip, and the number of people involved, and not the amount
spent. The volumes of travel activity estimated by the 1972 National
Travel Survey are considered to be much more accurate than detailed
data on travel expenditures. The levels of travel activity were then
multiplied by the average costs of each unit of travel activity derived
from industry sources to produce the travel expenditure estimates.^
Various types of socio-economic data useful in a travel analysis
may be found in Characteristics of the Population.*^- Many additional
types of data for the United States may be found in the Pocket Data
Book, USA 1971.52
Estimates of the distance from an orgin state to Louisiana
53
may be calculated with the aid of the Rand McNally Road Atlas.
A source of data pertaining to the level of Louisiana tourism
and a breakdown of their expenditures may be found in Louisiana Tourism
54
1973.
Of special interest to the present study are Dr. Copeland's

^1972 National Travel Expenditure Study: S««™nflry Report.
Washington, D.C., U. S. Travel Data Center (December, 1973), p. 1.
•^"U.S. Bureau of the Census, comp. Census of Population, 1970,
I, Characteristics of the Population, Parts 2-52: Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C., 1973.
52
Pocket Data Book, USA 1971, U.S. Department of the Census,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1971.
53
Rand McNally Road Atlas, 49th Annual Edition, New York:
Rand McNally and Company, 1973.
54
Louisiana Tourism 1971, Louisiana Tourism 1972 and Louisiana
Tourism 1973, published by Louisiana Travel Promotion Association.
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estimates of the percent of tourist expenditures In Louisiana which
go to state tax revenues.
In addition to the above sources of published data, there
were two sources of unpublished data. One data source was the
Louisiana Tourist Development Commission. Information obtained from
the Commission included: 1) Data from the seven Louisiana Tourist
Information Stations regarding the number and home state of visitors
who stopped and registered at these stations; 2) The tourist promotion
budget for the past several years; and 3) The number of travel-related
inquiries for information due to advertising efforts in previous
years. The second of the two sources of unpublished data was the
Arkansas Tourist Commission. The information obtained was data from
a conversion study which attempted to estimate the total number of
person-trips in Arkansas generated by those individuals who were
influenced by state financed advertising to send an Inquiry for
additional travel information.
A Profile of the Louisiana Tourist
In this section^ data are presented in order to provide a
profile of Louisiana tourism as compared to tourism for the United
States in general. These data are derived from Table 2 and Table 43
55
of the 1972 National Travel Survey and are presented in Tables 3
through 10.

"*"*1972 Census of Transportation! National Travel Survey,
op. cit.
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TABLE 3

Means of Transport for Tourists Visiting Louisiana and
the United States by Person-Nights Spent, 1972

Mode

Louisiana Louisiana
(thousands) (percent)

United
United States States
(thousands) (percent)

Auto/truck (without
camping equipment)

14863

72.32

1,089,995

Auto/truck (with
camping equipment)

1166

5.67

176,995

9.93..

634

3.09

46,993

2.64

66

.32

10,803

.61

3596

17.50

417,830

23.45

Other

226

1.10

39,284

2.20

TOTAL

20,551

Bus
Train
Air

100.0

1,781,900

61.17

100.0

Source: Modified from Tables 2 and 43, Census of Transportation. 1972
National Travel Survey, op. clt., pp. 6, 91.
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TABLE 4
Purpose of Trip for Tourists" Visiting Louisiana and
'the United States by Person-Nights Spent, 1972

Purpose

Visit friends and
relatives

Louisiana
(thousands)

Louisiana United States
(percent) (thousands)

United
States
(percent)

10,444

50.82

726,011

40.74

4,826

23.48

287,760

16.16

717

3.49

219,907

12.34

2,704

13.16

266,072

14.93

Other

1,860

9.05

282,150

15.84

TOTAL

20,551

Business and
Conventions
Outdoor Recreation
Sightseeing and
Entertainment

100.0

1,781,900

Source: 1972 National Travel Survey, op. cit., pp. 6, 91.

100.0
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TABLE 5

Family Income for Tourists Visiting Louisiana and
the United States by Person-Nights Spent, 1972

United
States
(percent)

Income

Louisiana
(thousands)

Under $5,000

2,,956

14,.38

194,,161

12,.35

$5,000-$7,499

2,,640

12,.85

220,,161

12..35

$7,500-$9,999

2,,308

11.,23

280,,090

15..72

$10,000-$14,999

6,,601

32.,12

531,,816

29..85

$15,000 and over

5,,226

25.,43

470,,510

26.,40

TOTAL

Source:

20,,551

Louisiana United States
(percent) (thousands)

100.,0

1,781,,899

1972 National Travel Survey, op. cit., pp. 6, 91.

100.,0
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TABLE 6

Response to the Question "Was the Trip a Weekend or Not" for
Tourists Visiting Louisiana and the United States by
Person-Nights Spent, 1972

Louisiana
Louisiana United States
(thousands) (percent) (thousands)

United
States
(percent)

55..73

1,145,,765

64..30

146,,592

8..23

11,,453

Don't Know

2,,032

9.

TOTAL

20,,549

100..0

,901

00

VO

Source: 1972 National Travel Survey, op.cit., pp. 6, 91.

H*
O

Was Not

34.

o

27,.47

7.,064

W
00

00m

489,,544

Was

.0
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TABLE 7

Response to the Question "Was the Trip a Vacation or Not" for
Tourists Visiting Louisiana and the United States by
Person-Nights Spent, 1972

Louisiana
Louisiana United States
(thousands) (percent) (thousands)

United
States
(percent)

Was

9,796

47.67

1,098,926

61.67

Was Not

10,174

49.51

637,390

35.77

Don't Know

580

2.82

45,584

2.56

TOTAL

20,550

Source:

100.0

1,781,900

1972 National Travel Survey, op. clt., pp. 6, 91.

100.0
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TABLE 8

Round-Trip Distance for Tourists Visiting Louisiana and
the United States by Person-Nights Spent, 1972

Louisiana
(thousands)

Miles

Louisiana United States
(percent)
(percent)

United
States
(percent)

200 - 399

5,106

24.85

301,209

16.90

400 - 599

3,233

15.73

227,858

12.79

600 - 799

1,924

9.36

148,573

8.34

800 - 999

1,274

6.20

103,055

5.78

1,000 - 1,999

4,317

21.01

201,878

16.38

2,000 and over

4,475

21.78

497,668

27.93

220

1.07

211,659

11.88

100.00

1,781,900

100.00

Outside United States
TOTAL

20,549

Source: 1972 National Travel Survey, op. cit., pp. 6, 91.
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TABLE 9
Duration of Trip for Tourists Visiting Louisiana and
the United States by Person-Nights Spent, 1972

Number of Nights
Spent Out-of-Town

Louisiana
Louisiana
(thousands) (percent)

United States
(thousands)

United
States
(percent)

1-2

5,141

25.01

308,030

17.29

3-5

5,799

28.22

372,359

20.90

6 - 15

6,779

32.99

585,271

32.84

16 or more

2,832

13.78

516,240

28.97

20,551

100.00

1,791,900

100.00

TOTAL

Source: 1972 National Travel Survey, op. cit., pp. 6, 91.
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TABLE 10

Quarter of Travel for Tourists Visiting Louisiana and
the United States by Person-Nights Spent, 1972

Louisiana
(thousands)

Quarter

Louisiana
(percent)

United States
(thousands)

United
States
(percent)

First

4,034

19.63

301,634

16.93

Second

5,595

27.23

407,855

22.89

Third

5,833

28.38

745,342

41.83

Fourth

5,088

24.76

327,069

18.35

20,551

100.00

1,781,900

100.00

TOTAL

Source:

1972 National Travel Survey, op. cit., pp. 7, 92.
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It is noted that data providing a much more detailed profile
of the Louisiana tourist are available on the public-use computer tape
for the 1972 National Travel Survey. Computer programs were developed
for this study to pull the data off the public-use computer tape in
order to determine the estimated number of person-nights spent by
tourists in Louisiana under six general decomposable categories for
each origin state. An example of the type of data available is
found in Table 11 for the origin state of Alabama.
A test was made of the null hypothesis that the proportional
breakdown for Louisiana tourists and all domestic tourists in general
for each classification in Tables 3-10 are the same. In each case
the null hypothesis was rejected at a level of significance of .01
(see Appendix A). Thus, tourists traveling to Louisiana do not
exhibit the same characteristics as those traveling within the nation
as a whole. Therefore, any conclusions based on an analysis of
Louisiana tourism in later chapters should not automatically be
inferred to other states or regions.
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TABLE 11

Characteristics of Visitors to Louisiana
from Alabama During 1972

Means of Transport
Auto/Truck
Air
Purpose of Trip
Visit friends and relatives
Business and conventions
Recreation, sightseeing, other
Family Income
Under $5,000
$5,000 - $9,999
$10,000 - $14,999
$15,000 and over
Weekend or Other Trip
Was Weekend
Not Weekend
Vacation or Other Trip
Was Vacation
Not Vacation

Person-Nights
618,419
94,512
Person-Nights
454,737
206,026
108,525
Person-Nights
43,425
134,540
109,616
463,223
Person-Nights
77,349
599,003
Person-Nights
501,582
267,606
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TABLE 11 (Cont'd)
Characteristics of Visitors to Louisiana
from Alabama During 1972

Quarter
First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

Person-Nights
318,000
189,134
113,390
148,664

Source: Data produced by computer program developed for this study
using the 1972 National Travel Survey public-use computer
tape.

CHAPTER III
A TOURIST TRAVEL PATTERN ANALYSIS
BY STATE-OF-ORIGIN FOR 1972
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to develop a model satisfying
two requirements. First, the model should be able to identify the
variables which can be used to explain state of origin characteristics
of tourists visiting Louisiana. Second, the model should be able to
yield estimates of the relative market potential of individual states
and regions of the United States to generate tourists to Louisiana.
These estimates of relative market potential will be vital to the
optimum allocation of a given state advertising budget.
A regression model satisfies the above two requirements. Given
a dependent variable and a set of independent variables, the regression
model can identify the subset of independent variables which best
explain the variation in the dependent variable.In addition, once

The usual assumptions for a regression model are made. That
is, we assume a relationship exists between a variable Y and k-1 explana
tory variables, X2, X^, ..., X^ and a disturbance term u. If the
relationship is linear, then given a sample of n observations on Y and
the X's, we can write:
Yi = B1 + B2 X2i + B3 X3i +

for i » 1, 2, ..., n
In matrix notation:
Y = XB + U
Further, we assume:
1) E(U) - 0
2) E(UU') = a2In
3) X is a set of fixed numbers
4) X has rank k<n
46

+ Bk

*ki + Ui
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the regression model has been specified, values of the significant
Independent variables can be substituted In the model to yield
estimates of the dependent variable (level of tourism for Individual
states-of-origin). These estimates are easily transformed into
estimates of the relative level of tourism expected for each origin
state. The expected relative level of tourism will serve as an
indicator of the relative tourist market potential for each origin
state.
The Dependent Variable
Since the purpose of the regression model is to provide an
explanation of tourist travel patterns by state-of-origin, the
dependent variable in the model must Indicate the relative level of
tourists from each origin state. This restriction and data avail
ability narrows the choice of a feasible dependent variable for
the regression model to three possibilities. These variables are:
1) The number of person-nights spent in Louisiana by travelers
from each state-of-origin as estimated by the 1972 National Travel
Survey (PN^). This variable is an estimate of person-nights spent
in Louisiana by out-of-state residents regardless of the purpose of
the trip ot mode of transportation. The weakness of using PN^
as the dependent variable in the regression model is that due to
57
the small sample in some areas, ten states are estimated to have

"^Those states exclusive of Alaska and Hawaii, which were also
estimated as generating no visitors are Idaho, Maine, Montana, Nevada,
North Dakota, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Utah, Vermont, and West
Virginia.
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generated no visitors to Louisiana. In addition, small samples in
several other states may lead to large estimation errors; 2) The
1972 National Travel Survey estimates of the number of person-nights
spent in Louisiana by travelers from each state who identified the
purpose of their trip as outdoor recreation, sightseeing or
entertainment, or any other purpose except business, conventions
or visiting friends and relatives (PNREC^). This variable tends to
identify those tourists believed to be the most susceptible to the
influence of the type of state supported advertising conducted by
58
the Louisiana Tourist Development Commission.
However, it also
has the weakness of the small sample for some states as described
above for the variable PN^; 3) The number of visitors from each
state-of-origin registering at the Louisiana Tourist Information
Stations in 1972 (NTIS^). This variable essentially omits visitors
not traveling by private motor vehicle, but includes tourists who
59
travel for all purposes.
However, travelers who stop at the
information stations are likely to be interested in sightseeing,
entertainment and/or outdoor recreation. It should be emphasized
again that this is the type of traveler toward which state supported

58
From discussions wltk Gus Cranow of the Louisiana Tourist
Development Commission.
59
It should be noted, however, that the mode of transportation
for 85 percent of all person-trips in Louisiana is auto, truck, or
campers. Derived from 1972 Census of Transportation: National Travel
Survey, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 1973, p. 91.
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advertising is directed. Therefore, this variable (NTIS^,) will be
quite relevant to the advertising portion of this study.
Parameter estimates for all three dependent variables will be
specified once the final form of the regression model has been decided.
The third variable (NTIS^) was chosen as the primary dependent
variable for use in later analysis because: First, every state-oforigin was represented with a data value of at least several hundred;
Second, these data for each state are collected monthly and are
available through the Louisiana Tourist Commission with approximately
a two week lag, thus permitting comparisons of 1972 with other
years; Third, the parameter estimates of the regression model may
be constantly modified due to the continuous updating of the data;
Finally, as previously discussed, the variable (NTIS^) is likely
to be the variable which best identifies those tourists who would
be influenced by the type of state advertising presently conducted
by the State Tourist Commission.
The Independent Variables
A large number of independent variables were considered for
inclusion in the final regression model. The most prominent of
these variables are identified herein with the conceptual reasons
for their selection and their expected influence on the dependent
variable.
til
1) D^: Distance of the i origin state from the State of
Louisiana. It is theorized that the distance from origin to destination
and the magnitude of attraction of the destination area on the origin
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state are inversely related. Thus, the closer an origin state is to
Louisiana the greater the percentage of tourists Louisiana should be
able to attract from that state.
2) P1". Population of the l'*1 origin state. The larger the
population of a state the larger is the potential tourist market from
that state. Therefore, the population size and level of tourism from
an origin state should be positively correlated.
3) TPN^: Total number of person-nights spent while traveling
by residents of each origin state. The larger the total number of
person-nights spent while traveling by residents of any origin state,
the larger should be the expected level of tourists to any particular
destination from that state.
fcli
4) PT^: The propensity to travel of residents of the 1
origin state. Propensity to travel is defined here as the ratio of
total person-nights traveled (TPN^) to total population (P^). The
greater the propensity to travel for the residents of any origin
state, the greater the expected level of tourists to a given destination
area from that origin state.
i.V

5) PCI^: Per Capita Income of the i

origin state. It is

expected that a larger per capita income for any origin state would
imply a greater ability to travel. Thus, a greater level of tourism
should be expected from states with high per capita incomes.
tlx

6) 1^: Index of Income Concentration of the 1

origin state.

The Index ranges in value from 0 to 1.0. As the Index approaches the
limit of 1.0, the Inequality of the income distribution increases.
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It is hypothesized that the more equal the Income distribution of
an origin state, the greater the proportion of people in that state
who have the financial ability to travel. This would imply that the
lower the index of income concentration for an origin state, the
greater the level of tourism generated by that state.
7) HY^: Mean Income per household of the i£ll origin state,
a greater mean income per household Implies an increased ability to
travel and thus a greater expected level of tourists from that state.
8) TD^: The ratio of the total number of person-nights
(TPN^) to the distance from Louisiana for the i

origin state (D^).

The ratio variable TD^ might be termed a gravitational variable. The
numerator of TD^ expresses the ability of a given origin state to
generate tourists. The distance variable in the denominator of TD^
demonstrates how the ability of a given destination state to attract
tourists from among the total tourist market potential for each origin
state is weakened in proportion to the distance between the two states.
The larger TPN^, the larger is TD^. The greater D^, the smaller is
TD^. Thus, the larger the ratio variable TD^ for any origin state,
the greater the potential of the destination state to attract
visitors from that origin state.
9) DONE^: A dummy variable to indicate an additional Y
intercept value for states within 300 miles of Louisiana (Texas,
Mississippi, Arkansas, and Alabama). This dummy varaible is expected
to be positively correlated with the dependent variable. That is,
the four states mentioned should show a higher positive intercept
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value than the other states considered In the study due to their
proximity and thus an expected Increased level of travel to Louisiana.
10) DTWO^: A dummy variable to indicate an additional Y
intercept value for states 500 to 800 miles from Louisiana (Florida,
Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Oklahoma, and Tennessee). This variable is expected to be positively
correlated with the dependent variable.

The value of this indicator

variable should be less than the indicator variable for the four
states within 300 miles of Louisiana but greater than zero. Their
proximity to Louisiana should result in an increase in tourist travel
to Louisiana, but not to the extent of the states of Texas, Mississippi,
Arkansas, and Alabama.
Advertising is excluded as an Independent variable in the
regression model because the primary purpose of the regression
model is to identify the variables which will yield the best
estimates of the tourist market potential for each origin area.
Thus, it is not necessary to Identify policy variables such as
advertising expenditures, but only variables such as population,
distance to destination, ability to travel and desire to travel.
Additionally, assuming advertising expenditure levels for the various
origin states were available, it is likely that there would be a
high correlation between the advertising expenditures and the level
of tourists from the various origin states due simply to the current
method of allocating advertising expenditures. The general procedure
at present is to allocate expenditures to the various origin states
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in approximate proportion to the relative levels of tourism from
those states. Therefore, If there is a directional cause and effect,
it is that the level of tourism for each origin state Influences
the advertising expenditures allocated to that state. Therefore,
advertising expenditures will not be considered as an Independent
variable in the regression model.^
Required Data
The data sources required as inputs for the procedure to
select the "best" regression model are presented in Appendices B
through J.
Specification of the Regression Model
Four different travel demand functions were considered for the
final regression model: linear, log-linear, a gravity, and a
modified gravity model. The rationale for the consideration of
each model and the results of the ensuing analysis are now discussed.^

^The relationship between advertising and tourist generated
revenues is discussed in Chapter IV.
^Several observations are noted at this point. A zero
order correlation analysis indicates that the level of tourism in
1972 (PNj) is negatively correlated with PCI^(R = -0.264), HY^ C-.224)
and positively correlated with 1^ (.325); all just the opposite of
what is expected from general theoretical considerations. The explana
tion lies not in the supposition that tourists go elsewhere If they
can afford it (thus making travel in Louisiana an inferior good),
but in the observation that PCI^ and HY^ are positively correlated
with D.(R 13 .630 and .576), respectively, both significant at
a = .0002). Thus, the relatively high tourist-generating potential
of the higher income states is completely negated by their generally
larger geographical distance from Louisiana. Therefore, it is not
expected that the income variables will contribute significantly to
the regression analysis.
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Linear and log-linear models were developed In a study by
62

Bechdolt

to specify both a total and a per capita travel demand

relationship for United States tourists traveling to Hawaii. The
application of the linear and log-linear model forms
Y1 = B0 + B1X11 + B2 X21+-"+BkXki + Ui

In (Y±)= BQ + ^ In(X^ + B2 In (X2±> + ... + Bfc In (X^) + u±
to the present study were Investigated although the Independent
variables TD^S DONE^, and DTWO^ were not considered at this point
In the study. A stepwise regression procedure resulted In the
following "best" models.
For the linear model;
PNi - i0 + B1 Dt + l2 P± + u±

Coefficients

A
A
B«
B«
0
1
664852 -518.5621

t value

A
Bn
2
.0457

(-3.963) (3.102)

R2 - .393
For the log-linear model:
In (PN±) - BQ + Bx In (TP^) + B2 In (Di)
A
A
A
B0

Coefficients

B1

B2

7.6058 .9524 -1.7853

t value
R2 - .762

62
Bechdolt, op. cit.

(7.67) (-7.56)
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Upon taking the antllog of the above equation we have:
[ (TPN.)*9524]
1
PN. - [antllog (7.6058)][(D,)1-7853 ]
Or In general form:

B.
[ (TPN.) 1 ]
PN± = [antllog BQ ]
iCty

2]

The equation in this form should be recognized as very similar to
the tourist market gravitational model suggested by Crampon.63
The difference lies in the variable TPN^ raised to the B^ power.
Crampon's gravity model utilized a variable of the first degree
til
indicating only the magnitude of the population in the 1 origin
state. Essentially, we have an Improved version of Crampon's
tourist gravity model. This model is an improvement due to the fact
that the variable TPN^ is a function not only of population, but
of the desire and financial ability of the residents of the state
to travel. The increased precision which these factors could add
to the tourist attraction model was recognized by Crampon, who argues
that additional precision "can be achieved if the total number of
out-of-state trips originating in each market for all destinations
could replace the magnitude of the market area population in the
estimating equation."*'4

Crampon's Implicit hypothesis is that the

power of this variable is one. This hypothesis (B^ ° 1.0) can be

63
Crampon, op. cit.
64
Crampon, op. cit., p. 28.
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tested given the above model. We found B^ equal to .9524, with the
A
standard error of
equal to .1243. The calculated t statistic is then:
t

_ .9524 ~ 1.0000 => -.383
.1243

Therefore, the hypothesis that B^ = 1.0 cannot be rejected at any
reasonable level of significance.
In order to arrive at a logical hypothesis for the value of B2,
one only needs to recall the physical gravity formula for the attraction
of two masses:
F = to)

.
CD2)

A
A reasonable hypothesis seems to be, therefore, that B2 = 2.000. Again,
A
data from the model reveals B2 = +1.7853, and the standard error of B2
is calculated to be .2362. Thus, the calculated t statistic is

-.909.

Based on these results perhaps the "true" tourist market gravity model
of the type proposed by Crampon should really be:
(TPN±)
PN,
CB0)
0>i)2
It appears upon closer examination that the tourist market gravity
model of the above specification Ceven regardless of the hypothesized
value of B2) is quite inflexible. For example, would an origin 100
miles away from a given destination area really be expected to
generate four times as many tourists to the destination area as an
identical origin area 200 miles away? In the natural sciences, physical
laws are hard and fast, but here we are not dealing with physical
laws but with human behavior complicated by many variable factors.
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It would seem that a more flexible model based upon some feasible
assumptions about tourist travel behavior might be able to significantly
reduce the variation unexplained by the previously discussed models.
The following assumptions are thus made:
1) Given a desirable tourist destination accessible by auto
mobile, driving time from origin to destination is an extremely
Important factor since most tourists (especially to Louisiana)
travel by auto.
2) Origin areas within several hours driving time of a desirable
tourist destination should generate a significantly higher level
of tourist travel to that destination area than an identical origin
area much further away due to the geographical proximity.
3) Origin areas within a day's drive of a desirable tourist
destination should also generate a higher level of tourist travel to
the destination area than an identical origin area further away, but
not to the level of origin areas only several hours away.
4) Origin areas further away than one day's travel would tend
to generate less frequent trips than origin areas within one day's
traveling time. Furthermore, the effect of distance on the tourist
potential of origin areas to a given destination area which is more
than one day's travel may not be as pronounced as the (D.j) might
indicate.
Assumptions two and three appear to support the use of dummy
variables which will indicate an Increase in an intercept value for
tourist travel for nearby states^

Assumptions two, three, and four
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together would tend to support the modification of:
(TPN±)
(TPN±)
~ to
(D±r
(D*)
(which is still a gravitational-type model variable which we will
denote as TD^) if dummy variables are included in the model to
account for the increased travel due to geographical proximity.
Thus, the following modified gravity model is suggested:
PNJ = Bn + BI (DONE.) + B„ (DTWCL) + Bo (TPWi> + u
0
1
i
2
(Dl)
A regression analysis for this modified gravity model yielded
a highly significant coefficient of determination of .9538. A
regression analysis was also performed for the dependent variables
PNREC^ and NTIS^ using the modified gravity model. The model appears
to have a high level of explanatory ability for all three dependent
variables. The results for all three dependent variables are
summarized in Table 12.
The results presented in Table 12 show that the modified
gravity regression models have highly significant

values,thus

the models explain a large percentage of the total variance in the
data.
It should be noted that the three different regression models
indicate the same approximate level of significance for each
independent variable. The gravitational variable TD^ is the most
significant variable in explaining level of tourism from the various

®"*A11 significant at a = .0001.
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TABLE 12
Regression Coefficients and Other Statistics for
the Modified Gravity Model

A
DEPENDENT
VARIABLES

R2

PNJL

.9535

INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES

Bi

VALUES

Iutercept

18004.00265

0.743

124.86862

17.480

DONE^

357621.40507

4.577

DTWO±

60745.31120

1.366

-4984.09196

- 0.595

1.62811

12.744

DONE±

83628.15752

3.146

DTWOj^

31075.50672

1.914

175.08021

0.174

0.16190

10.570

DONE1

17806.80350

5.588

DTWOj^

1478.40465

0.744

TDj.

PNRECi

.8863

Intercept
TD^

NTIS±

.8581

t for
Hq: B± - 0

Intercept
TD±

Source: Results of Regression Analysis.
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A

origin states. The positive slope value, B^, in each model indicates
that the larger the total person-nights (TPNj) an^/or the less the
distance to Louisiana (D^) the greater the level of tourism expected
from that origin state. It is noteworthy that the zero order linear
correlation coefficients between TD^ and NTIS^, PN^, and PNREC^ are
.8700, .9040, and .9116, respectively.The dummy variable DONE^
is also highly significant and positive in all three models. This
implies a significant increase in the expected level of tourists
for the states of Texas, Mississippi, Alabama, and Arkansas. The
dummy variable DTWO^, while not very significant in the models for
the dependent variables PN^ and NTIS^, is marginally significant^
for the model using the dependent variable PNREC^. Although the
dummy variable DTWO^ is not very significant for the three models
A

taken together, the sign of the coefficient (B3) in each model is
in the expected positive direction and does have theoretical support
for inclusion in the model although the actual effect may be small.
In the true gravity model the y intercept value is assumed
to be zero. The obvious rationale is that if the numerator of the
gravity model (TPNj) is zero, then the level of tourists from that
origin state to the destination will also be zero, thus Implying a
y Intercept value of zero. The same hypothesis that BQ = 0 might
be considered for the modified gravity model. However, it should be
realized that in actuality, TPN is not zero for any origin state.
In addition, the effect of distance in the gravitational variable TD^

66A11 significant at o = .0001.
^Significant at a 0 .1.
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is much less than In the original gravity model. Furthermore, since
the dummy variables are designed to partially account for the effects
of geographical proximity and are meant to Increase the value of the
y intercept value, the

value will remain In the model.

Summary and Conclusions of the Regression Analysis
The gravity model is a tool which can be applied to evaluate
markets that generate tourists to a destination area. Although
different tourist destination areas have differing levels of tourist
attraction, a gravitational type model for a given destination can
be developed. However, a model that considers only the population
of the origin area and the distance from the origin area to the
destination area disregards socio-economic characteristics which
may have a significant effect. The use of total person-nights
(TPN^) spent by residents of an origin state instead of population
should account for the major effects of the important soclo-econoiiiic
characteristics on tourist travel. The "true" form of the gravity
model can be refined by modifying the distance variable, which
increases the flexibility of the model and as a result should
increase the accuracy of the predictions. Thus, the best model
found might be termed a "modified" gravity model. This modified
gravity model explains a large percentage of the total variance
in the data and the estimates of relative tourist market potentials
derived from this model will be instrumental in the procedure to
optimally allocate a given advertising budget in Chapter VI.

CHAPTER IV
THE RELATIONSHIP OF ADVERTISING AND
TOURIST GENERATED STATE TAX REVENUES
Introduction
One previously stated objective was to analyze the relation
between state supported promotion and any resulting benefit to the
state from this promotion. A model Is developed in this chapter In
order to achieve this objective. A measure of the direct state benefit
from tourist promotion Is the amount of tourist generated state
tax revenue due to state supported advertising activities.
Although this revenue probably Indicates only a small part of the
total economic impact of state tourist promotion, it will prove to
be a very applicable measure for future analyses of the model
developed below.
Assumptions
Some assumptions about the relationship between state
advertising and tourist generated state tax revenue may be made
from careful study of the tourist industry and the application of
some basic economic and marketing principles. In order to meet the
needs of a valid study, the model relating tourist generated state
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tax revenue as & function of state supported advertising

should

exhibit five characteristics. First, the level of tourist
generated state tax revenue should be some non-negative value
for a zero level of advertising. This expresses the obvious
situation of some positive, possibly extremely large, level of
tourist travel even without state supported advertising. Second,
there exists some saturation level of tourist generated state
tax reve-ue. This assumption seems reasonable in light of the implica
tion that there exists a practical maximum number of tourists
which can be generated by any origin state or region Cwith or
without advertising) during a fixed period of time. Third,
there should be a response rate variable relating the rate of
change in tax revenues to the level of advertising. Fourth, the
model should allow for an eventual diminishing marginal rate of
return of tourist generated state tax revenue for large, if not
all, levels of advertising. Dean indicates why diminishing
returns to advertising can be expected to eventually set in:
"Presumably the most susceptible prospects are picked off first,
and progressively stiffer resistance is encountered from layers
of psospects who are more skeptical, more stodgy about their
present spending patterns, or more attached to rival sellers.
The rise may be caused by progressive exhaustion of the most
vulnerable geographical areas or the most efficient media.
Promotional channels that are ideally adapted to the scale and market
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of the firm are used first."®®

Fifth, the model ideally should be

flexible enought to allow for an increasing marginal rate of return
at relatively low levels of advertising if such should be the case.
The concept of economies of scale has been much discussed. Simon®®
indicates that a review of the literature gives no conclusive
answer but indicates that the first ad is the most effective, and
additional responses do less and less work. However, Dean contends
that "larger appropriations may make feasible the use of expert
services and more economical media. More important than speciali
zation usually are economies of repetition. Each advertising attack
starts from ground that was taken in previous forays, and where
no single onslaught can overcome the inertia of existing spending
patterns, the hammering of repetition often overcomes skepticism
by attrition."^
An additional assumption is made concerning the relationship
between advertising expenditures and tax revenues. It is assumed
that the state tax structure remains the same and is homogeneous
with respect to advertising levels.

®®Joel Dean, Managerial Economics-(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1051), p. 357.
®®Julian L. Simon, "Are There Economies of Scale in Advertising?",
Journal of Advertising Research, (June, 1965), p. 15.
70joel Dean, op. cit., p. 358.
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Choice of Model
Many analysts believe the argument for the existence of
economies of scale in advertising and present the advertising-sales
relationship as an S-shaped curve.^ One such model of this type
is the Zentler and Ryde72 model. However, the effect of the
variables on sales is additive in their model and thus does not
allow for any interaction of the variables. Other models of the
advertising-sales response function assume continuously diminishing
returns from the lowest levels of advertising. One of the earliest
of these models was developed by Vidale and Wolfe.73 In this model,
the rate of sales at time t is a function of a sales response
constant, a sales decay constant, aud the saturation level of sales.
Their model expresses the concept that the change in the rate of
sales will be higher, the higher the sales response constant, the
higher the advertising expenditure, the lower the decay constant,
and the higher the untapped sales potential. The main criticism
of this model is that it assumes the variables are independent and
their effect additive. This assumption is not supported by the
general findings in the literature. With the exception of the

^Philip Kotler, Marketing Management: Analysis, Planning, and
Control (2nd Ed.); (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972),
p. 671
?2a .p. Zentler and Dorothy Ryde, "An Optimum Geographical
Distribution of Publicity Expenditure in a Private Organization,"
Management Science, II (July, 1956), p. 204. Many analyses' hold
that the sales advertising curve is S-shaped.
^^M.L. Vidale and H.B. Wolfe, "An Operations Research Study of
Sales Response to Advertising," Operations Research, (June, 1957),
pp. 370-381.
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model developed by Schafflr and Orr,
the remaining models found
i

In the literature have one or more of the above described weaknesses.
The Schafflr and Orr model uses a multiplicative relationship to
demonstrate the gradually diminishing effectiveness of advertising.
This multiplicative model, according to Schafflr and Orr has
Imbedded within it the following characteristics of the product's
market or markets: first, the susceptibility of consumers to
additional doses of advertising; second, the growth, stability, or
decline in popularity of the inherent qualities of the product;
third, the effects of competitor's advertising on sales of the
75
company's product.
The signfleant weakness in the Schafflr and
Orr model is the exclusion of a saturation level of sales, or
alternatively, the maximum response^ value.
Since a search of the literature yielded no model without a
serious weakness, it is desirable to see If there is a more suitable
choice for the advertising-sales response model. Growth functions
may be useful in describing the advertising-sales relationship
since many relationships in business and economics are appropriately
74
Kurt H. Schafflr and Eaxle W. Orr, "The Determination of
Advertising Budgets for Brands." Journal of Advertising Research.
Ill, (March, 1963), pp. 7-11.
^Kurt H. Schafflr and Earle W. Orr, op. cit., p. 10.
^Response may be defined as the Increase in the consumption
of a product above Its natural level, by which is meant the consumption
of the product that would exist if there were no promotion for the
product. A.P. Zentler and Dorothy Ryde, op. cit., p. 337.
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represented by these functions.
A basic property of the set of

curves referred to as growth functions is that they are monotonically
increasing. Growth functions may be of various shapes and may or
may not include an upper asymptote. However, in business and
economic applications the absence of an upper asymptote is
78
reasonable only when short periods of time are considered.
Two particular types of growth functions are considered in
this study: 1) learning functions used to describe human learning
and appropriate for growth tltiat begins rapidly, levels off, and
approaches an asymptote, and 2) Gompertz functions used to describe
growth that starts rather slowly and approaches an upper asymptote.
Exponential curves of the form
Y - C - Ae_KX
where C, A, and K are positive, because of their extensive use by
psychologists to describe learning, are frequently referred to as
learning curves (See Figure 3). Clark Hull used the special case
C = A of this function as a basic equation between strength of
learning (Y) and the number of reinforcements (X).79 The function
77For example, the number of employees as a function of annual
sales (in dollars) of a company, amount of finished stock as a function
of days after beginning a production run, maintenance cost as a function
of the number of hours a machine is run, sales as a function of
length of time a product has been on the market. As cited in Jean E.
Draper and Jane S. Klingman, Mathematical Analysis; Business and
Economic Applications (New York! Harper and Row, 1967), p. 111.
78
Jean E. Draper and Jane S. Klingman, Ibid.
79
Jean E. Draper and Jane S. Klingman, Ibid, p. 114.
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FIGDBE 3
EXPONENTIAL LEARNING CURVE

Source: Jean E. Draper and Jane S. Klingman, op. cit.» p. 114.

6$

Y - C - Ae_KX
rises steeply at first, flattens out, and then approaches its
asymptote Y = C.
Gompertz curves are of the form

Yt = c/<
Where:

C>0, 0 < A < 1, 0<B<1

Furthermore,
X
Y' = f'(Xt) = C(AB t In A) (BXt In B)
where:

f'(Xt) * 0 for all Xfc;

that is, f(Xfc) is in general an Increasing function. Gompertz curves
are characterized as two basic types.

As represented in Figure 4 for

values of Xfc >. 0, Type I and Type II Gompertz curves are defined in
80
terms of the value of the parameter A.
Type I curves are defined

for 0 < A <

Type II curves are defined for ~ < A < 1. Type I

curves increase at an Increasing rate for small positive values of
Xt and increase at a decreasing rate for large positive X^. Type II
curves Increase at a decreasing rate for all positive values of X^..
According to Draper and Rlingman, "Gompertz curves have been
used extensively by psychologists to describe various aspects of
human growth and development, including some types of learning.
Organization theorists have found Gompertz curves appropriate for
describing the growth of many organizations. They are also appro
priate for many other functions in business and economics, for
80
Jean- E. Draper and Jane S. Rlingman, op. cit., p. 112.

Figure 4
TYPE I AND TYPE II GOMPERTZ CURVES

Y.
t

TYPE II
TYPE I
CQ> CA)

/
(0, CA) /

X
Y t = CA B t

Source: Jean E. Draper and Jane S. Klingman, op. cit., p. 113.
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Ol
example, total revenue and production functions."
The Gompertz model satisfies all of the previously stated
desirable characteristics for a tourist response function. The
value of Y at Xfc = 0 is given by the positive value CA. The
curve approaches the (tourist response) saturation level (C)
asymptotically. The parameters A and B together represent the
response rate variable. The model allows for a diminishing
marginal tourist travel rate at high levels of advertising, but Is
flexible enough to allow for either an increasing or decreasing
marginal rate of return at low levels of advertising. Thus, the
Gompertz model appears to be a suitable choice to demonstrate the
relation between state supported advertising and tourist generated
state tax revenue. The value Y will be a variable relating the
measurable level of tourist generated state tax revenue due to
state supported advertising (Xfc) in time period t.
It is noted that although no explicit use of a lag function
is included in the formal model, the very way tourist response
to advertising is measured will result Implicitly in the inclusion
of a lag effect.
Estimating the Gompertz Model Parameters
Advertising is only one of many factors Influencing sales, and
often not the dominant one. Even where advertising is a major factor,

8X
Jean E. Draper and Jane S. Klingman, o£. cit., p. 113.
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its effect is not instantaneous, and is likely to be obscured by other
concurrent

happenings.The

procedure used in this study to estimate

the relationship of state supported advertising and tourist generated
state tax revenue is developed in such a way as to measure as accurately
as possible the effectiveness of advertising on tourist travel and
OO

expenditures.

It is assumed that the parameters of the Gompertz model do
not change significantly in the short run (say from one year to the
next). The above assumption allows use of two years (fall 1972 summer 1974) in which to gather data to estimate the parameters.
A minimum of three points is required to estimate the parameters
of the Gompertz model relating state supported advertising and tourist
generated state tax revenue. If three points can be found (call
these points:
Z0 = (XQ, Y0>
Z-L = (Xx, Yx)
z 2 = (x 2 ,

Y2)

then, the parameters A, B, and C can be estimated (see Figure 5).
We have:
B*0
YQ - CA°
Y1-cabXi

DO

Kurt H. Schaffir and Earle tf. Orr, op. cit., pp. 7-8.
83

Thtt resultant effect of advertising is Isolated primarily
through the use of advertising inquiries for additional information
and a conversion study.
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Figure 5
GOMPERTZ MODEL POINTS ZQ, Zp AND Z£

Y =C

(0, CA)
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BX2
Y2 a C

that is, three equations and three unknowns. We note here that the
point ZQ will be the Y intercept point (the estimated level of tax
revenue when advertising is zero).
An iterative procedure is used which yields estimates as
computationally precise as is desired of the parameters C, A, and. B.
The estimates will be referred to as c, a, and b for C, A, and B,
respectively. The approximation process consists of essentially
the following eight steps.
1) Define c as the midpoint of the minimum possible saturation
level (CL) and some feasible maximum saturation level (CU), i.e.:
c = CL + C(J ;
2

2) It is known from the'form of the Gompertz curve that
YQ = CA. Therefore, given c, an estimate of C, the value of a
(an estimate of A) corresponding to c is:
Y0
a =

T

;

3) Given values for c and a the equation
Y1 = cab

1

may be solved for b (a preliminary estimate of B);
4) Given values of c, a, and b along with X£, calculate
A

a predicted value of Y2 (Y2)• That is calculate:
Y2 " cab

;
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A
5) Compare Y2 with the observed Y2. If

*2 " Y2».
then all three points ZQ,

and Z2 fall on the curve specified by

X
Yt = cab t

and the values of c, a, and b are acceptable. However, all that
is required is that
|Y2 - Y2| < E
where G is some arbitrarily small constant. Therefore, if
|Y2 - Y2| < E,
then the estimates c, a, and b are acceptable and the iterative
procedure is stopped at this point;
6) If
|Y2 - Y21 > E.
the estimates of the parameters do not yet fit the three observed
points closely enough;
7) If
|Y2 - Y2| > E,
another iteration is needed. This is accomplished by redefining
the value of c.

If

Y2 - Y2 > 0,
then the Gompertz curve needs to be "flattened out". This can be
achieved by reducing the estimated saturation value, c. To do
this, redefine CD

0

c. If:

Y2 - Y2 < 0,
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the curve needs to be "heightened". To do this, the estimated
saturation value (c) is increased by redefining CL

s

c.

8) After redefining the value of CU or CL, the procedure is
repeated. A flowchart of the approximation procedure to estimate
the Gompertz model parameters is shown in Figure 6. The program (Pro
gram 1 - SPECIF?) developed to execute the procedure is found
in Appendix K.
Data Sources and Data
It has thus been shown that given the three points ZQ, Z-P
and Z£> estimates of the parameters A, B, and C of the Gompertz
model can be derived. The data required to derive the points
ZQ, Z^, and Z^ are now discussed.
According to the National Travel Expenditure Study, the State
of Louisiana was estimated to have received $508.1 million in travel
expenditures in 1972 out of a domestic total of $36,170.0 million.
However, $9,725.4 million of the total was not allocated to any
state. Distributing the unallocated amount by direct proportion this
puts Louisiana somewhere in the neighborhood of $695 million (about
1.92 percent of the total). In addition, per trip expenditures
in Louisiana are estimated to be $71.04, while the nationwide
average is $81.33. Expenditures in Louisiana per person trip are
$36.86 while the estimated nationwide average is $41.32.®^

o#

National Travel Expenditure Study, op. cit.
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FIGURE 6
FLOWCHART OF ESTIMATION PROCEDURE FOR
GOMPERTZ MODEL PARAMETERS A, B, AND C

START .
INPUT: CL, CU, YQ, X^ X2, Y2
Define

CL + CU

Solve Yi = ca

for b

YES

NO
YES
OUTPUT:

CU = c
NO

STOP

CL « c

Legend:
CL
CU
YQ

- Minimum Saturation Level
- Maximum Saturation Level
- Tourist Generated State Tax Revenue at Xfc = 0

X^, Y^ - Coordinates of
x2» Y2

~

Coordinates

z2
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Dr. Copeland, In his annual report for 1973 estimated total

expenditures In Louisiana at $776 million. Expenditures by out-ofstate travelers in 1973 were estimated at $500 million. Total
expenditures in 1972 were estimated by Copeland®® at $705 million.
This is in relative agreement with the $695 million figure from the
1972 National Travel Expenditure Study. The relatively small
difference is assumed to arise from errors inherent in the estimation
procedure.
The travel business makes a very significant contribution to
the revenue of state and local governments. Dr. Copeland estimates
that the State of Louisiana collected $47,500,000 in state taxes in
1972 from the $500 million in travel expenditures from out-of-state
tourists. An additional $16,500,000 in local and property taxes were
07
collected in 1972 in Louisiana from these visitors.
Advertising Levels and Inquiries
For the fiscal years 1972-1973 and 1973-1974, the Louisiana
Tourist Development Commission kept records of inquiries for additional
information sent to them in response to recent state supported
magazine and newspaper advertising. A summary of these data obtained
from the Commission reveals the space cost for each advertisement

^Louisiana Tourism 1972, op. cit., p. 3.
®^Copeland did not disclose the method used to arrive at nor
indicate the accuracy of his estimates. Louisiana Tourism 1973, op.
citi*) p* 3*
^Louisiana Tourism 1973,op. clt., p. 5.
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for every publication in which the advertisement appeared. The
number of inquiries for each advertisement in each publication is
also avaiable. From these records a figure can be derived indicating
the total number of inquiries received in a fiscal year for a given
level of advertising (space cost). In fiscal year 1972-1973' there
were 27,528 inquiries at a cost of $64,705.00. There were 38,978
inquiries for fiscal year 1973-1974 at a cost of $96, 779.00.
A Conversion Study
Strict reliance on advertising inquiries could be misleading
as to the effect of advertising.

What is needed to better determine

the effect that advertisements have on decisions to travel is a
conversion study. A conversion study is a follow-up study of persons
who have sent an inquiry for more information.

A random sample of

inquirers is selected and asked whether or not they in fact did visit
the State. The results from this sample give a better estimate of
the effect of advertising on travel.
It is essential that the lag effect of advertising be taken
into account in any study concerned with advertising. The very
nature of a conversion study should include the major impact of
the lag effect of advertising. In the conversion study used for
this study, survey questionnaires were sent to selected individuals
who sent inquiries for travel information approximately six months
after the inquiries were received and answered. Thus, any individuals
who take a trip within six months of sending an inquiry for travel
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information will be Included In the' conversion study as a positive
tesponse to advertising In time period t.
Unfortunately, the State of Louisiana does not utilize a
conversion study to follow up advertising Inquiries. However,
results from a conversion study conducted by the State of Arkansas
is used here as a proxy for similar data needed for Louisiana.
We are forced to assume that the results of a Louisiana conversion
study would not be significantly different from the results of the
Arkansas study. The results of those who answered a survey question
naire from those who sent an inquiry to the State of Arkansas for
addtional tourism information are summarized in Table 13.
Estimated Persons Per Trip
Using
study

the results of advertising inquiries and a conversion

to estimate the number of households visiting Louisiana due at

least partially to advertising, an estimate of the number of persons
visiting the State can be made given an estimate of the average number
of persons per trip for households visiting Louisiana. These data
are not available for the State of Louisiana, but can be calculated
for the United States as a whole from the 1972 National Travel
Survey. Since the emphasis of this study is on persons affected by
state promotion, the most relevant figure is the number of persons
per trip where the purpose of the trip is outdoor recreation, sight
seeing, and/or entertainment. There were 51,756,000 trips and
117,864,000 person-trips taken for these reasons in the United States in
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Table 13
PERCENT OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS VISITING ARKANSAS
CLASSIFIED BY METHOD OF INQUIRY
1972

Method of Inquiry

Yes

No

Percent

Watts Line

331

82

80.1

Mail

1919

1009

65.53

All

2250

1091

67.34

Source: Data supplied by the Arkansas Tourist Commission
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1972.

This Implies an average of 2.277 persons per trip for the

United States as a whole. This national person per trip average of
2.277 will be used as a proxy for the true value for the State of
Louisiana.
Travel Expenditures
The 1972 National Travel Expenditure Study is designed to
provide detailed estimates of the expenditures of United States
residents for travel within the United States. Information needed
for this part of the study is an estimate of average travel
expenditures. This value is estimated to be $36.86(per person-trip)
89
for travel during 1972 for the State of Louisiana.
Taxes Derived From Tourist Expenditures
According to Dr. Lewis C. Copeland, tourist generated state
tax revenue account for approximately 9.5 percent of tourist travel
expenditures while local and property tax revenue account for an
90
additional 3.3 percent.
However, for purposes of the analysis here,
only the state tax revenue is to be considered. Thus, .095 will
be the fractional amount of tax revenue received by the state
due to tourist expenditures.
88
1972 Census of Transportation; National Travel Survey,
op. clt., p.6.

89
1972 National Travel Expenditure Study: Summary Report,
°R- clt., p. 47.
90
Louisiana Tourism 1973, op. cit.. p. 5.
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Calculation of Zg, Z^, and Z^
With the data described in the above section, the three required
points on the Gompertz curve,
z 0"

<V V

Zj = 0^, \->
z 2 - (x 2 , t2 )
can be determined. The value of XQ is zero, this assumes a zero
level of advertising. The value X^ is the level of advertising for
fiscal year 1972-1973 and

the advertising level for fiscal year

1973-1974. These values are $64,705.00 and $96,779.00, respectively.^
The values of Y^, Y^ and

represent the estimated tourist generated

state tax revenue for each of the three advertising levels XQ,
Xp and X£. The Y^ value is to be calculated first and the YQ and
Y£ values calculated relative to Y^. The Y^ value represents the
tourist generated state tax revenue in 1973 which is partially
due to advertising efforts in fiscal year 1972-1973 (actually
November, 1972 to May 1973). Y^ is calculated by Multiplying tourist
expenditures in 1973 by the fraction of these expenditures earmarked
for state tax revenues (.095). To arrive at a value for YQ (when
Xq = 0) the amount of tourist generated state tax revenue due to
advertising (at a level X^) is subtracted from Y^» The calculation
for Y^ would consist of estimating the increased level of tourist
generated state tax revenue due to the increased level of advertising

91Data

furnished by the Louisiana Tourist Development Commission.
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from fiscal year 1972-1973 (3^) to fiscal year 1973-1974 (X^)•
Thus:
/ -

QO
Yx - E73 stT - C4.6035000) (.095) - .43733250
Yq - Yx - a73)
(?)CP)CAE)CD
Y2 » Yr + Cx74_73)C?).CP)(AE)CT)

where

I-- = Advertising Inquiries in 1973 (in response
to advertising in fiscal year 1972-1973).
1^2

B

27,528.

X_4_73 =• The increased number of inquiries from 1973
to 1974 (due to the increased level of adver
tising in fiscal year 1973-1974 over fiscal
year 1972-1973). I74_73 - 11,450.
F a Conversion factor estimated from Arkansas
Study. F - .6734.
F = Average number of persons per trip (when purpose
is for recreation, sightseeing, or entertainment).
P - 2.277.
AE = Average expenditure per person (for Louisiana
travelers). AE = .0000003686 (AE is in
Hundred Million dollar units).
T = Proportion of tourist travel expenditures
going to state tax revenue. T « .095.
Therefore:

X^ ® 0.
- .06470500.
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E^ =• 4.603500 is estimated from Copeland's report. Copeland
estimates that all out-of-state travelers (foreign and domestic)
expenditures are $500,000,000. Since domestic tourists comprise
92.07 percent of Louisiana's out-of-state tourists, their expected
contribution is $460,350,000. Eyv are expenditures in Hundred
Million dollar units. All Y^ are In Hundred Million dollar units.
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X 2 - .09677900
Yj - .43733250
Y n - .43733250 - (27,528)(.6734)(2.277)(.0000003686)
u
(.95) - .43585445
Y- - .43733250 + (38,978 - 27,528)(.6734)(2.277)
(.0000003686)(.095) - .43794728
Where:

X^ for i => 0, 1, 2 are in millions of dollars
Y^ for i » 0, 1, 2 are in hundred million dollar units.

Results
The approximation program (Program 1-SPECIFY) is now used to
estimate the Gompertz model parameters A, B, and C. The

and Y^

values are known. The Initial values of CL and CU were chosen to be
.435 and .5, respectively. The specified maximum computational
error (E) value in the program is to be .00000001.
Fourteen iterations yielded the following results:
a - .98398905
b » .02630508
c - .44294647
The estimated Gompertz model is therefore:
Yfc - (.44294647)(.98398905)(,026330508)Xt
The saturation level for the short run is therefore .44294647.
That is, the maximum possible tourist generated state tax revenue
for the State of Louisiana is estimated to be $44,294,647. This
is the saturation level for the socioeconomic conditions that
existed during the two year period from the fall of 1972 to the
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summer of 1974. Changes In population, incomes, desire to travel,
etc. over time will result in a different saturation level.
Additionally, in the short run, levels of tourist generated state
tax revenue may be estimated for varying levels of advertising.
It is recognized that errors of estimation or data collection
In any of the above data sources will cause an error in the estima
tion of the parameters A, B, and C. The multiplicative nature of
the model further tends to magnify any data error. All data values
used to calculate the three points (ZQ, Z^, and Z2) appear to be
quite accurate with the single exception of the conversion factor (F)
93
calculated from the Arkansas conversion study.
This statement is
based on the fact that although the completed number of questionnaires
was large (3,341), no follow-up survey was conducted to determine
the non-response bias, if any. The probable effect of any nonresponse bias would be to modify downward the resultant increase
in tourism levels due to advertising expenditures.
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Another possible exception is the data provided by
Copeland's studies. Although Copeland has a large amount of
experience in this area, no Indication of the accuracy of his
estimates or the method used to arrive at these estimates is dis
closed. A sensitivity analysis to indicate the effect of possible
errors in any or all of the variables on conclusions to be formulated
from the specified Gompertz model is undertaken in Chapter V.

CHAPTER V
DETERMINATION OF THE LEVEL OF STATE SUPPORTED ADVERTISING
A vital question for any state is the amount of state funds
that should be allocated to the promotion of state tourist activities.
In a few states, such as Florida, California and Texas strong
regional, local and commercial groups support strong advertising
programs, adding their impact to that of the state programs of the
94
state in which they are located. However, according to Swigart ,
the state carries the "lion's share" of promotional efforts in
Louisiana. In this study we will assume that the level of nonstate advertising is constant in effect and thus has no bearing
on the ensuing- analysis, results, and conclusions.
In this chapter, a case for the determination of a "minimum
desirable" level of state supported tourist advertising is presented.
In addition, the methodology for the calculation of this minimum
desirable level of advertising, the results, and the implications of
the analysis are also discussed.

OA

"Tourism: Louisiana's $420,000,000.Industry," based on a
presentation made before the LTPA by Frederic R. Swigart, head of
the Swigart Company, Inc., Advertising Agency, Advertising Counsel
for the Louisiana Tourist Development Commission, on March 13, 1972.
87
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The Optimum Level of State Supported Advertising
According to Littlefield and Kirkpatrick, "the advertiser's
search for the optimum advertising fund never ends, and, even more
discouraging, he can never prove how right or wrong he was."95
In order for a state to decide what would be an appropriate level
of tourist advertising, a judgment as to the value of an additional
tourist is required. The optimum level of state supported tourist
advertising would appear to be extremely difficult to estimate
because the economic value of an additional tourist to the state
is not clearly definable. Tourist dollars flow quickly through the
economy, generating further expenditures and creating new investment
and employment opportunities. Furthermore, expenditures by
tourists have a tendency to stay in local areas, directly benefitting
96
the local residents and businesses.
Given both direct and
indirect benefits derived from tourism, it is difficult if not
impossible to measure the total impact. An additional consideration
is the opportunity cost of each promotional dollar not put into
other projects. This study makes no attempt to weigh the value
of an additional tourist against various economic opportunities

95

James E. Littlefield and C.A. Kirkpatrick, Advertising: Mass
Communication in Marketing. 3rd ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1970), p. 491.
^Beverly D. Shipka, "Tourism and Energy," paper presented to
the New York Chapter, the Travel Research Association (February, 1974).
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for a particular state. Instead of pursuing an eleuslve optimum
level of tourist advertising, the argument Is presented here for
the definition and estimation of both an "absolute m-in-tnmm
desirable" and a "minimum desirable" level of state supported
tourist advertising.
A Minimum and Absolute Minimum Desirable Level of State Supported
Advertising
Logically, a state should not consider advertising at a
level where the state tax revenue generated by the expenditures
of an additional tourist is greater than the dollars spent by
the state.to attract him. At this level the state would be grossly
imderadvertising. Thus, for the purposes of this study, an
"absolute minimum desirable" level of state supported tourist
advertising is defined as that level of advertising where the
promotional dollar spent by the state to attract an additional
tourist is exactly recovered in state taxes generated by an addi
tional tourist. This is nothing more than the application of the
economic principle of profit maximization for a firm at the point
where marginal revenue equals marginal cost. However, the state
is not necessarily in business to maximize the difference between
state tax revenues and state advertising costs. One obvious goal
of the state is to promote the general welfare and economy of the
state. This goal is increasingly promoted with each additional
tourist that visits the state due to the increased expenditures,
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multiplier effects, and newly created employment and investment
opportunities resulting from increased levels of tourism as
previously discussed. It is reasonable to assume that the state
should thus be willing to support state tourist advertising to
increase the level of tourism at least to the point where total
promotional costs are equal to total state tax revenue due to
the additional tourists generated through state advertising
efforts. Therefore, the "minimum desirable" level of state supported
advertising with respect to the promotion of the general welfare
and economy of the state may be defined as that level of state
advertising below which the cost of advertising is exceeded by
the additional state tax revenue generated by that advertising.
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When promotional costs are at the "minimum desirable"
level, the total additional tourist generated state tax revenue
is exactly equal to the total promotional cost and the state
treasury is exactly reimbursed for every promotional dollar spent
for tourist advertising. This minimum desirable level will be
the criterion used to estimate the minimum level of tourist adver
tising to which the state should commit itself. The procedure used
to calculate this minimum is now developed.

97
This discussion assumes that the marginal state tax
revenue generated by the expenditures of an additional tourist is
greater than the marginal cost of advertising required to attract
that tourist at some low level of advertising. If this assumption
is not true, then both the minimum desirable and the absolute
minimum desirable levels of state supported advertising will be
zero.
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A Procedure to Estimate the MiiHwunn Desirable Level of Advertising
Recall the model used to illustrate the relation between state
supported advertising and tourist generated state tax revenue:
f(X )- CA®
t

•

Define the relationship which equates the cost of promotion and the
additional state tax revenue it creates via increased tourist
expenditures. This relationship may be expressed as
xt = 6<V - *0
Where:

Xfc = Advertising expenditures in time period t.
g(Xfc) == Total tourist generated state tax revenue
corresponding to all nonnegative values of Xfc.
Y_ = The amount of tourist generated state tax
revenue when Xfc = 0.

This relationship may be rewritten In terms of the function g(Xt>.
That is:
8<V

= Y0 +\

Now define a third function hCX^).
Where:

h(Xt) = f(Xt> - g(Xt>.

The relation between f(Xfc), g(Xfc)f and h(Xfc) is shown graphically
in Figure 7.
An approximation procedure (known as Newton's Approximation)
will be used to estimate the minimum desirable level of state
supported advertising, defined to occur when
h(x t ) - f(x t ) - g(x t )
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Figure 7
RELATIONSHIP OF f(Xt), g(Xt) AND h(Xt)

Y.t

(0,CA)

h(Xt) = f(XJ - gfXj

X

X.t
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BXt

= CA

- <T0 + Xt)

= 0.
Furthermore, the absolute minimum desirable level of advertising
is defined to occur at the maximum value for f(Xfc) - g(Xfc), that
is, for Xt such that h'(Xt) =>0. The absolute minimum desirable
level of state supported advertising may also be estimated by the
use of Newton's Approximation in a similar manner as the minimum
desirable level of advertising, which is how discussed. It is
noted at this point that:
h'(xt) = f'(xt) -g»(xt)

x
=C(AB t In A)(BXt In B) - 1.
Given any function, h(X), Newton's approximation may be
used to find the zeros of the function. Newton's approximation is
an iterative procedure where the n*^1 approximation of the zero
and the (n + l)t*1 approximation is:

value of the function is

h(X )
X

n+1

= X

n

-

n

h'(X )'
n

The first approximation
(X-) of h(X.) = 0 (defined in Figure 7 to be X . )
1
t
min
should be specified such that
X 1* X C

X
c

as shown in Figure 7 is the value of X for
which h'(X) = 0.

Newton's approximation may be used to obtain as close an approximation
of X . as desired.
min
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The steps involved in the calculation of the minimum desirable
level of state supported advertising by Newton's approximation are
as follows:
1) The values of a, b, c, and YQ are given as previously
estimated.
2) A feasible value of Xq for the first approximation of Xm-tn
is chosen
(X, such that X, p> X ).
1
1
c
3) The value of h(X ) for the estimated value of X . (X )
n
mln n
is calculated.
4) If

I h«„> I <
Where

c is some predetermined error,

Then

h(X ) is sufficiently close to zero and X is
n the estimate of X . .
n
mln

If
I "«„> I > e
then at least one more Iteration is needed and the procedure
continues to Step 5.
5) h*(X ) is calculated and
n
h(X )
n
X
B T
n+1
nh'(X)
n
is determined..
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6) The value of
h<Vi>

1s calculated and the procedure is repeated until
f hCX^ [ <

e

:

'

for some i'*1 value of X.
x«
A flowchart of the procedure utilizing Newton's approximation
to calculate the minimum desired level of state supported tourist
advertising (X^^) is found in Figure 8. A program (Program 2 Newton's approximation) which will execute the iterative procedure
to estimate Xm-|Ti may be found in Appendix L.
Results of the Analysis
Recall that the Gompertz model as specified in Chapter IV
to demonstrate the relationship between state supported advertising
and tourist generated state tax revenue was:
Yt = (.44294647)(.98398905)(,02630508)

t

where the estimates of the parameters A, B, and C are, therefore,
respectively:
a - .98398905
b - .02630508
c - .44294647
Furthermore, the value YQ (estimated tourist generated state tax
revenue where Xfc = 0) was calculated to be .43585448. The only
additional Inputs required for Newton's approximation are the initial
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FIGURE 8
FLOWCHART OF PROCEDURE TO CALCULATE
NEWTON'S APPROXIMATION FOR h(Xt)-0

START

Calculate h^)»

- g(Xn)

YES
Calculate h'(Xn)

OUTPUT X^j,

MX„)
n+1

STOP

Legend:
a, b, c - Estimates of Gompertz Model Parameters
YQ

- Tourist Generated State Tax Revenue at X = 0

X^

- A First Estimate of Xm-tn
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approximations of the

value (X^) and the maximum computational

error (g) allowed. The value X^ will be defined as 1.0 (one million
—8
dollars) and e = 1.0 X 10
A summary of the effects of selected levels of state supported
advertising on tourist generated expenditures and state tax revenue
is presented in Table 14 for the above estimated values of a, b,
and c.
For the previously defined values of a, b, c, YQ and X^,
Newton's approximation yields an estimate of the minimum desirable
98
level of state supported advertising (X^^) «° .639432 , which
translates to $639,432. By definition, this, of course, also Implies
that at this level of state advertising, approximately $639,432.00
of additional state tax revenue would be generated by the increased
levels of tourist activity due to state advertising. The total
amount of additional tourist expenditures in the state corresponding
to Xmln = $639,432 may be calculated from the additional tourist
generated state tax revenue ($639,432) and the percent of tourist
expenditures earmarked for state

tax revenue (9.5 percent).

The relationship is: total additional tourist expenditures generated
by state advertising at:
\ln «639'432)

OW'Tofe'

which is equal to $6,730,863.

^The value Xm-(r| = .639432 produces h(Xm^n) =» -.91109 X 10
well within the allowed computational error.
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Table 14
ESTIMATED EFFECTS OF SELECTED LEVELS OF STATE SUPPORTED
TOURIST ADVERTISING ON TOURIST GENERATED STATE TAX REVENUE,
STATE TAX REVENUE MtNUS STATE ADVERTISING COSTS, AND
TOTAL TOURIST EXPENDITURES USING THE GOMPERTZ MODEL

Level of State
Supported
Advertising In
Time Period
tcx t )
(Dollars)

64,205 y
96,779
200,000
250,000y
261,031
300,000
350,000
400,000
450,000
500,000
550,000
600,0007
639,432
650,000
700,000
750,000
800,000
900,000

W
X
Y
Z

-

Total Tourist
State Tax
Revenue Generated
by Advertising
Level X. cy
(Dollars)

147,802
209,281
365,178
422,208
433,462
469,810
509,534
542,679
570,330
593,396
612,635
628,680
639,432
642,062
653,220
662,526
670,285
682,149

off - V

Total Tourist
Expenditures
Due to Adver
tising Level
Xt

(Dollars)

83,097
112,502
165,178
172,208
172,431
169,810
159,534
142,679
120,330
93,396
62,635
28,680
0
-7,938
-46,780
-87,474
-129,715
-217,851

Advertising Expenditures in Fiscal Year 1972-1973
Advertising Expenditures in Fiscal Year 1973-1974
Absolute Minimum Desirable Level
Minimum Desirable Level

(Dollars)

1,555,811
2,202,959
3,843,980
4,444,297
4,562,760
4,945,370
5,363,518
5,712,413
6,003,476
6,246,276
6,448,792
6,617,687
6,730,863
6,758,550
6,876,003
6,973,961
7,055,634
7,180,519
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The absolute minimum desirable lev«»l of state supported
tourist advertising (X in Figure 7) is calculated to be $261,031.
v

This level of state advertising produces the maximum value of tourist
generated state tax revenue (Yt> less state advertising costs (X£),
that maximum level being $172,431. However, total additional tourist
expenditures generated at this level of state advertising are only
$4,562,760 as compared to total additional tourist expenditures of
$6,730,863 at

- $639,432. Thus, by giving up the $172,431

net revenue inflow at X ° $261,031 for the zero net revenue
c
inflow at

= $639,432, the state can generate an additional
99

$2,168,103 in tourist expenditures statewide.

The actual state tourist advertising budget in fiscal years
1972-1973 and 1973-1974 are below both the absolute minimum desirable
level and the minimum desirable level of state advertising as
defined and calculated in this study. A comparison of the expected
results of the 1972-1973 fiscal year advertising budget with the
expected results of advertising at the absolute minimum desirable
level of state advertising reveals that the state by spending
$64,705 instead of $261,031 for tourist advertising "lost"
additional net state tax revenues of $89,334 ($172,431 - $83,097)
and additional statewide tourist expenditures of $3,006,949
($4,562,760 - $1,555,811). Comparing the expected effects of the

99
Not including any multiplier effects and new opportunities
for employment and investment.
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1973-1974 fiscal advertising budget with the effects of advertising
at the absolute minimum desirable level of state advertising
indicates that the state lost additional net state tax revenues
of $59,929 ($172,431 - $112,502) and additional statewide tourist
expenditures of $2,359,801 ($4,562,760 - $2,202,959).
A Sensitivity Analysis
The apparent conclusion from the above analysis is that the
State of Louisiana has been grossly underadvertising.*^ However,
before such a conclusion is ventured, a sensitivity analysis is
conducted in order to determine the effect of possible errors in
the data oh the results and conclusions of the model.
The focal point of the sensitivity analysis will be the
determination of the three points ZQ,

and 2^ which are used

in the estimation of the Gompertz model parameters A, B, and C.
A change in any of the
of A, B, and C.
where

and

values will result in new estimates

Recall that

= (X^, Y^) for 1 = 0, 1, and 2

are actual, pre-determined levels of state supported

advertising while

is an hypothesized zero level of advertising.

Thus, the X^ values are not subject to data errors and will not
be considered in this analysis.

^^The estimated effects of various selected levels of
state supported advertising may be gleaned from Table 14.
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Consider again the equations:
Y!

~

E
X
73

T

Yq - Yx - (I73)(F)(P)(AE)(T)
Y2 = Y1 + (I74-73)(F)(P)(AE)(T)
The Y^ value will be affected by an error In either of the variables
or T. The resultant effect of any such error In the calculation
of Y^ Is an Identical upward or downward shift In all the Y^
(since YQ and

are calculated relative to Y^), which simply

amounts to an Increase or decrease In the Y-lntercept value for the
Gompertz curve. However* the Y-lntercept of the function g(Xt) «
YQ + Xfc will also be changed by an Identical amount, thus leaving

the function h(Xfc) = f(Xfc) - g(Xfc) as well as the results and
conclusions of the analysis unchanged.
The values YQ and Y^ may be affected by errors In the
estimated values of the variables F, P, AE, or T.*®* Considering
both errors of estimation and the possible instability of these
four variables over time, it is sufficient to examine any possible
error in terms of the product (F)(P)(AE)(T). All possible combina
tions of positive error, negative error, or no error at all in
both YQ and

may be classified for analysis into eight general

101The number of Inquiries,
and *74-73' wou^ not
norioally be considered as subject to errors or estimation since
these are actual totals collected by the Louisiana Tourist
Development Commission.
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cases.102 A positive error is defined where the "true" value of
Yg or Y2 has been underestimated CYQ' and Y^' in Figure 9). A
negative error is defined where the "true" value of YQ or Y2 has
been overestimated (YQ" and Y2" in Figure 9).
The eight cases under consideration are identified in Table
15.103

An examination of Figure 9 for cases 3, 5, and 7 should

indicate to the reader that the resultant effect of errors in
YQ or Y2 for those cases would be a positive reinforcement of
previous conclusions. Cases 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 are the cases where
the error may adversely affect the previous conclusions. Therefore,
a sensitivity analysis is conducted for cases 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8
using an error of ten percent in the determination of the product
(F)(P)(AE)(T). The estimates of the parameters A, B, and C for
each of the five cases are identified in Table 16 along with the
corresponding minimum desirable level of state supported advertising.
The minimum desirable level of state supported advertising for
all critical cases is found to be above the advertising level of
$96,779 for fiscal year 1973-1974. Thus, the conclusion that the
State of Louisiana is underadvertising is not found to be extremely
sensitive to a ten percent data error.

102

A ninth case where there is no error in either Y or Y2
is of course excluded here.
103
It is noted that since any error in the calculation of the
product (F)CP)CAE)(T) is very likely to be of the same approximate
magnitude in the calculations of both Y and Y2, and since (F)(P)(AE)
(T) have opposite effects on YQ and Y2, cases 6 and 7 would appear to
have the highest probability of occurrence.
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FIGURE 9
The Identification of the Y^ Values and
Possible Errors in YA for the Gompertz Model

ro
Yo

V

B t
Y « CA
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TABLE 15
THE IDENTIFICATION OF CASE TYPE ERRORS IN THE
GOMPERTZ MODEL VALUES FOR YQ AND Y^
Type Error Y2

Case

Type Error YQ

1

POSITIVE

NONE

2

NEGATIVE

NONE

3

NONE

POSITIVE

4

NONE

NEGATIVE

5

POSITIVE

POSITIVE

6

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

7

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

8

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE
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TABLE 16

ESTIMATES OF GOMPERTZ MODEL PARAMETERS A, B AND C AND THE CORRESPONDING
MINIMUM DESIRABLE LEVEL OF STATE SUPPORTED ADVERTISING FOR SENSITIVITY
ANALYSIS CASES 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8.
Minimum
Desired
Level of
Advertising

Case

Estimated
Estimated
Estimated
ABC

1

.96734962

.22590365

.45071838

$123,340

2

.98775583

.00383416

.44110764

$507,911

4

.98917853

.00314982

.44062263

$438,487

6

.98556733

.02640616

.44238708

$552,077

8

.99051918

.00046925

.43987703

$397,064

CHAPTER VI
AN OPTIMUM ALLOCATION OF THE ADVERTISING BUDGET
State Supported Advertising arid Regional Tourist Generated State
Tax Revenues
The model developed in the previous chapter to calculate the
minimum desirable level of advertising was based on the existing
method of allocation of advertising dollars. If a more efficient
procedure of allocating advertising dollars over the different
regions of the nation can be found, the result would be a higher
level of tourist generated expenditures and state tax revenue.
Existing data are not presently available to illustrate an optimum
allocation of advertising funds. However, the form of the
regional models as well as a discussion of the methodology and the
nature of the required data for an optimum allocation of advertising
funds will be presented In this chapter.
It is now assumed that the budget for state supported tourist
related advertising is given for a fiscal year. It is of little
significance for this part of the analysis whether the allotted budget is the previously suggested minimum desirable level or some
greater or lesser amount. What is now important is that given a
budget constraint (B), the available funds may be allocated over n
regions of the nation in such a manner so as to maximize the
subsequent total tourist state tax revenue.
106
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It is assumed that for any destination state, the 48 contlglous
states and the District of Columbia can be divided into n different
regions for advertising allocation purposes. The allocation problem
can then be stated as the problem of developing a procedure where
the objective is to maximize the total tourist state tax revenues
of the n regions
n

( Z TR )
1=1
subject to the budget constraint, B. The budget constraint, B, may
be expressed as:
n
B -Z X
1=1

Where

for 1=1, 2, 3, ..., n is the amount of
advertising expenditures allocated to the
.th
.
i region.

This is equivalent to an allocation of the budget such that the
marginal tourist state tax revenue per advertising dollar is
equivalent for each of the n regions.
The Regional Models
The relation between tourist generated state tax revenue
from visitors from the i***1 region and advertising dollars allocated
to the i*"*1 region Is postulated to be of the same general form for
each of the n regions as for the nation as a whole. That is, for
the i1**1 region,
«xti> -

- C± A,®/"
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Where

X . is the amount of the advertising budget
til
allocated to the 1 region In time period t;
C. is the saturation level of tourist tax revenue
til
from the 1 region,
is the level of tourist
tax revenue which would result if there were no
advertising campaign in the i*-*1 region in time
period t, and
is the expected amount of tourist
tax revenue resulting from a given level of
advertising for the ifc^ region (Xfc^) in time
period t.

Thus, the objective may be restated as:
n
n
maximize £ Y . subject to £
X . = B.
i=l C1
1=1
The regional models are presented graphically in Figure 10.
A Methodology for the Estimation of the Regional Model Parameters
Although the data currently available are not sufficient
to validate the suggested methodology, the nature of the required
data and two alternative estimation procedures (which depend
upon the completeness of the data) are analyzed.
With respect to the estimation of the parameters of the n
regional Gompertz models the data required to calculate
and

are:
1) An estimate of advertising dollars spent In each of the n

regions. Advertising funds spent In media such as radio, television,
billboards, newspaper, and local or regional magazines can clearly
be labeled as allocated to a particular region. Advertising dollars
spent on advertisements in national magazines are not so easily
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Figure 10

GOMPERTZ MODELS FOR LEVELS OF STATE SUPPORTED
ADVERTISING AND TOURIST GENERATED STATE TAX
REVENUE FOR n REGIONS

Region 2

B

X tl

f(x

£(Xti) - ClAlBl

t2)

t2

tl

Region n

Region 3

n

Y*
t3

f(Xt3) = c3A3

t3

=

tn

CA
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allocated to the Individual regions but may be accurately allocated
once the approximate readership for each magazine in each region Is
obtained;
2) A record of the number of Inquiries for additional
Information received from each of the n regions. The total number
of Inquiries and the media source Immediately responsible for each
Inquiry are currently recorded. The further classification of
Inquiries by region of origin would be a simple matter of
bookkeeping;
3) A conversion study of Inqurles received from each region.
If there Is reason to believe that the proportion of Inquiries
resulting in trips is not the same for any of the n regions of the
country, then a separate study may be conducted for any or all
regions.
if the appropriate regional data (as indicated above) are
collected for two years then the three points
01

=

(x 0i ,

X
1 1 = < li>

21

=

V'
Y ll>»

<X2i* Y2i>

as shown in Figure 11 may be calculated for each of the n regions.
Similar to calculating ZQ,

,and Z^ for the national model, the

point Z^ is calculated first and Z^ and

are

calculated

relative to Z^. With three points, the procedure for estimation
of the regional model parameters (A^, B^, and Cj) Is identical
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Figure 11

POINTS ZQi> Zu, AND Z2± OF TOE
n REGIONAL GOMPERTZ MODELS

Region 2

Region 1

t2

22
Xt2
b2
fCXt ).- C2A2
2

'12

£(Xti) = ClAl

'°2

vtl

t2

Region n

Region 3

n

tn
™t3'

=

£CXtn>

-3 3

\3

=

Cn\

tn
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to the procedure followed for the estimation of the national
Gompertz model parameters (A, B, and C).
If no regional data are available then any simultaneous
estimation of regional model parameters is two years away. However,
an alternative is available. If estimates of the maximum (satura
tion) level of tourist generated state tax revenue for each region
(Cj) can be derived from the saturation level of the national
model (C) then only two points are required for each region (say
ZQi and

as in Figure 11) in order to estimate

two points ZQi and

and B^. The

may be determined if the appropriate

regional data for one time period (one year) is available.
There are two methods which may be used to define a maximum
(saturation) level of tourist generated state tax revenue for each
of the n regions. One method is based upon the estimated proportion
of tourists currently generated by each region. The second method
defines the saturation level In terms of the relative potential of
each region as derived from the modified gravity regression model
developed in Chapter III.
Data collected from Tourist Information Stations may be used
to arrive at estimates of the percentage of tourists generated
from each defined region. This would be an estimate of the per
centage breakdown for actual, current tourist levels for each
region. The percentage for each region (P|) when multiplied by
the estimated maximum potential tourist state tax revenue for
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the whole nation (C) yields an estimated maximum potential for each
region (cp. That is:
c» - (c)<pp.
However, it is emphasized that these maximum levels of the tax
revenue for each region (cp are based not on the potential
percentage breakdown for each region, but on the current percentage
104
breakdown for each region.

The modified gravity regression model developed in Chapter III
may be used to calculate potential levels of tourists (and therefore
tourist generated state tax revenues) by the use of the estimated
number of total person-nights generated by each state and the
distance to the destination state (along with the value of "0"
or "1" for the two indicator variables). The values of these
significant independent variables for each state are substituted
into the regression model and a predicted tourist level generated.
States are aggregated into regions and the "potential" percentage
for each region (P^11) is calculated. The regional maximum
(potential) level of tourist generated state tax revenue (C^") is then
calculated by:
C±" = (C)(P±").
Either of the above two procedures will yield an estimate of the
saturation level of tourist generated state tax revenue for each
region (C^ or C^). The values of

and

for each of the n

104
It should be noted that these current regional percentages are
Influenced somewhat by current and past advertising even though the
relative effect is likely to be very slight.
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regions will be affected according to whether the

or C^" values

are used as Inputs. Thus, the optimum allocation of advertising
funds over the n regions depends on the definitional value of
(based on actual or potential levels of tourism). Whichever
105
procedure Is followed
(use of

or C^"), the estimated optimum

regional allocation of advertising funds may be determined through
an Iterative procedure.
The Approximation Procedure
Given the estimated regional models
f(X i)
t

f(Xfc2)

B ^(-1
- Cx Aj 1 C1 ,
B

c
A
2
2 2

_ X„
f(X„ ) =• C A n
tn
nn
recall that it is required that:
f'ajj) - *'<xy - ••• Where

f,<xi >
n

+ X^ + ••• + X^n = Budget Constraint (B),

*®^An alternative is to consider the smallest of C! and C'J
1
l
for each of i 8 1, 2, 3, ..., n as a minimum allocation for the
#*Ti
i region and the largest of the C^and C^" for i = 1, 2, 3, ...,
as the maximum allocation for the i region with the optimum
allocation (C^) for each of the n regions defined as:
Min (C*, C±") < C± « Max (Cj , C±n).
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The allocation procedure may be carried out using the following
steps:
1) Begin with an initial allocation (Xj.'j) to each of the n
n
regions such that E X" = B;
1-1 C
2) Compute f'(Xj|i) for each region;
3) Select the largest and the smallest of the f'(Xj.'^);
4) If the difference of the largest and smallest f'CXj.'^)
is less than some arbitrarily small constant (e), then the f'(X" )
cl
are approximately equal and the solution has been found.
5) If the difference between the largest and smallest of the
f'(X»i) is greater than g, then advertising expenditures can be
reallocated between the regions to better equate the f'(X||^) and
n
thereby Increase :Z f(X" ), i.e., increase the total tourist state
C1
i=l
tax revenue generated;
6) In the reallocation process it is desired to decrease the
value of the largest f1(X^) and increase the value of the smallest
f'(X»±). This is accomplished by increasing the allocation to the
largest of the f'(Xj|^) and decreasing the allocation to the smallest
of the f'(X^) by the same amount.
7) The amount of the reallocation (CHANGE) can be initially
defined as some sizeable monetary amount. To prevent a possible
looping situation, in which the optimum would never be attained,
n
if Z f(X" )should ever not Increase for any iteration then
1=1

C1

CHANGE will be redefined with a single statement such as CHANGE =
CHANGE/10.
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8) After the reallocation, repeat the procedure until the
maximum difference between the f'(X^^) is less thane.
A flowchart to illustrate the iterative optimum allocation
procedure is found in Figure 12.
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FIGURE 12
FLOWCHART FOR OPTIMUM ALLOCATION OF ADVERTISING
EXPENDITURES OVER n REGIONS

Q START
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FIGURE 12
FLOWCHART FOR OPTIMUM ALLOCATION OF ADVERTISING
EXPENDITURES OVER n REGIONS

Legend
A^, B^, C± = Estimates of regional Gompertz model parameters
Xj|^ = Initial allocation of advertising funds to the i*"*1
n
region such that Z X" = B
1=1

tl

e = An arbitrarily small constant
CHANGE = A variable amount of advertising dollars reallocated
from one region to another

CHAPTER VII
THE ENERGY CRISIS AND ITS IMPACT ON TOURISM
Introduction
With the advent of the "energy crisis" in late 1973, the
future for the tourist industry seemed cloudy and uncertain. Since
the tourist industry relies heavily on the availability of fuel
supplies for travelers to get where they want to go, it appeared
that shortages of and/or higher prices for gasoline could have
an adverse effect on tourist travel.
According to Shipka, "while we have no quantitative projection
for 1974, we feel that current fuel conservation measures need
only affect the patterns and characteristics of trips, and not
necessarily the overall travel volume.As a result of the
energy shortages, Shipka suggests that "while the long driving
vacation across country may be limited, there may be more local
and regional trips."*^
In May of 1974, Opinion Research Corporation released the
results of a survey which was taken after the lifting of the Arab
oil embargo. Results of the survey Indicated that "for the first

•^^Beverly D. Shipka, "Tourism and Energy," Paper presented to
the New York Chapter, The Travel Research Association (February, 1974).
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time since World War II, total domestic travel in the United States
108

is not expected to increase significantly over the previous year."
Even assuming an adequate gasoline supply, only 71 percent of the
respondents surveyed who plan a vacation intend to drive as

compared with 80 percent in every year in the last decade. Further109
more, many of that 71 percent plan to vacation closer to home.
According to the supervisor of the Gulf Oil Tourguide Service,
H. Reed Smith', "The average suggested trip request last year
was 1,500 miles one»tray« It is more like 1,000 miles now."'*'^
It is not yet evident what the long-run effects of energy
shortages on the tourist Industry will be. However, using the
latest data, some preliminary analyses may be conducted.
Objectlves
The analysis in this chapter focuses on the effect of energy
shortages on tourist travel and provides for a partial analysis
of tourist travel patterns for one state. However, the methodology
is general in nature and applicable to any state or group of
states for which the data base exists. Since the brunt of the
energy shortages befell the nation essentially during the first
quarter of 1974, the ensuing analysis will focus upon that time

^®Buslneg£ Week (May 11, 1974), p. 37.
109Ibid.
110Ibid.
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period. More precisely, three aspects of the relationship will be
investigated. One, has the energy shortage caused a general
reduction in tourist travel? Two, has there been a shift in
tourist destinations, and if so, what is the direction and magnitude
of the change?

Three, if energy shortages do significantly

affect tourist travel, what are the policy implications for State
Tourist Commissions?
Energy Shortages and Louisiana Tourist Travel
This part of the analysis is concerned with the calculation
of change in tourist travel to a given destination state. An
indication of the change in the level of tourist travel for the
State of Louisiana is represented by the number of registrants at
the Louisiana Tourist Information Stations for the first quarter
of 1974 relative to the first quarter of 1973. These data, the
percent change from the first quarter 1973 to first quarter 1974
(Y^), and the ordinal ranking of the percent change for each
state are presented in Table 17. Also presented in Table 17 are
the distances of each origin state to Louisiana (D^) and the
corresponding ordinal ranking of each origin state by distance
to Louisiana.
As shown in Table 17 in the first quarter of 1973 there were
96,916 registrants at the seven Louisiana Tourist Information
Stations. There were 98,158 registrants during the first quarter
of 1974 for a net increase of 1,242, a 1.28 percent increase, over
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TABLE 17
NUMBER OF REGISTRANTS AT LOUISIANA TOURIST
INFORMATION STATIONS, FIRST QUARTER 1973
AND FIRST QUARTER 1974

Origin
State

1st
Quarter
1973

1st
Quarter
1974

Alabama

3204

4967

Arizona

563

569

Arkansas

1030

1063

California

3845

3834

Colorado

975

Connecticut

Percent
Change
(AY±)

High to
Low
Rank of
AYi

Low
Dis
Hi,
tance Rank
Di
<v

55,.03

2

324

5

1,

.07

17

1403

35

3..20

16

316

4'

0,

.29

18

1901

44

910

- 6..67

19

1182

28

691

428

-38,.06

40

1445

36

Delaware

147

180

22..45

10

1199

29

Florida

2203

2672

21,.29

11

653

10

Georgia

1525

2687

76..20

1

493

6

193

180

- 6.,74

20

1905

45

Illinois

5874

4839

-17.,62

26

894

16

Indiana

3642

2497

-31..44

38

805

14

Iowa

1560

1298

-16..79

23

939

19

952

713

-25.,11

32

683

11

Kentucky

1109

1218

9.83

13

710

13

Louisiana

9457

12184

28.,84

8

360

183

-49.,17

47

1708

43

Maryland

1293

807

-37.,59

39

1138

26

Massachusetts

1013

773

-23.,69

31

1536

39

Michigan

5332

3205

-39.89

45

1085

24

Minnesota

2170

1569

-27.70

36

1241

30

Mississippi

9276

12669

36.58

4

151

2

Idaho

Kansas

Maine

-

1
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TABLE 17 (Continued)
NUMBER OF REGISTRANTS AT LOUISIANA TOURIST
INFORMATION STATIONS, FIRST QUARTER 1973
AND FIRST QUARTER 1974

High to
Low
Rank of
AY,
i

1st
Quarter
1974

Percent
Change
(AY )
i

Missouri

2855

2906

-26,.58

34

630

9

Montana

259

157

-39,.38

44

1970

46

Nebraska

705

435

-38,.30

41

976

20

Nevada

160

132

-17..50

25

1975

47

New Hampshire

169

185

9.,47

14

1585

40

New Jersey

1585

808

-49.,02

46

1270

31

New Mexico

309

320

3.,56

15

1037

22

3591

2790

-22.,31

30

1375

34

North Carolina

989

779

-21..23

29

839

15

North Dakota

219

134

-38.81

43

1504

37

Ohio

4132

3431

-16.97

24

936

18

Oklahoma

1104

1504

36.23

5

589

8

586

534

- 8.87

22

2341

48

Pennsylvania

2763

2527

- 8.54

21

1163

27

Rhode Island

197

96

-51.27

49

1506

38

South Carolina

754

557

-26.13

33

697

12

South Dakota

362

265

-26.80

35

1316

32

2343

3323

41.83

3

530

7

11827

14687

24.18

9

309

3

Utah

157

181

15.29

12

1639

42

Vermont

127

91

-28.35

37

1593

41

Virginia

1278

1031

-19.33

27

1026

21

Origin
State

New York

Oregon

Tennessee
Texas

Distance
(D.)
v i'

Low to
High
Rank of
D.
i

1st
Quarter
1973
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TABLE 17 (Continued)
NUMBER OF REGISTRANTS AT LOUISIANA TOURIST
INFORMATION STATIONS, FIRST QUARTER 1973
AND FIRST QUARTER 1974

1st
Quarter
1974

Percent
Change
(AY^)

High to
Low
Rank of
AY±

Dlstance
(D^

Low to
High
Rank of
D±

673

874

29.87

7

2410

49

West Virginia

482

241

-50.00

48

925

17

2370

1460

40

42

1043

23

Wyoming

104

136

30.77

6

1323

33

D.C.

402

324

-19.40

28

1099

25

Wisconsin

TOTAL

96,916

98,158

CO

Washington

i
00
•

Origin
State

1st
Quarter
1973

+ 1.28
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the first quarter of 1973. These figures compare to an average
yearly increase of 36,229 registrants and an average percentage
increase of 8.83 percent during the previous time period of
1969 to 1973.
As previously noted, a likely effect of energy shortages on
tourist travel would be a tendency for tourists to take shorter
trips to closer destinations. Thus, a most revealing aspect of
this section is an analysis of the origin of tourists visiting the
State of Louisiana for the first quarters of 1973 and 1974. If
there is, in fact, a tendency for tourists to take shorter trips,
then it might be expected thst there will be an increase"^*' in
the percentage of total visitors to the destination state from
neighboring and nearby states and, in general, a decrease in the
percentage of visitors from the more distant states.
By simple calculations using the data in Table 17, it can
be seen that the four states within 350 miles of Louisiana showed
an average increase of 31.77 percent for registrants from the
112

first quarter of 1973 to the first quarter of 1974.

Registra

tions for the eight states from 350 to 800 miles away increased
an average of 14.99 percent while all states more than 800
miles distant recorded a decrease in registrants of 22.47 percent.
These figures are summarized in Table 18. Figures illustrating
111If there is a decrease, the decrease should be less than
for states further away.
112
The State of Louisiana itself showed an increase of 28.84 per
cent in registrations from the first quarter of 1973 to the first
quarter of 1974.
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Table 18

ABSOLUTE AND PERCENT CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF
LOUISIANA TOURIST INFORMATION STATION
REGISTRANTS FROM THE FIRST QUARTER 1973 TO
THE FIRST QUARTER 1974 FOR ORIGIN STATES
GROUPBD BY DISTANCE

TOTAL REGISTRANTS
FIRST QUARTER 1973

TOTAL REGISTRANTS
FIRST QUARTER 1974

PERCENT
CHANGE

Group I

25,337

33,386

31.77

Group II

12,845

14,770

14.99

Group III

49,277

38,203

-22.47

Legend:
Group I States - Mississippi, Texas, Arkansas, Alabama
Group II States - Georgia, Tennessee, Oklahoma, Missouri, Florida,
Kansas, South Carolina, Kentucky
Group III States - All other states and the District of Columbia not
in Group I or Group II except the States of
Louisiana, Alaska, and Hawaii.
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the change In Louisiana tourist information station registrants
for all states during this time period may be found in Appendices
M, N, and 0.
Although the data appear to support the hypothesis that during
periods of energy shortages there would be a tendency for tourists
to travel closer to home, resulting in a general increase in
tourist travel from nearby states and a decrease in tourist
travel from the more distant states, a statistical verification
is needed.' A test of the above hypothesis is conducted using
the Spearman rank correlation coefficient.
The Spearman coefficient utilizes ordinal data instead of
cardinal data and is calculated from the ranks of the individual
pairs of observations of the two variables (Y^ and D^). The
variable in this caje denotes the distance of each origin
state from the given destination state (Louisiana). The
variable indicates the negative or positive percent change in
the number of tourists from each origin state over the given time
period.
The Spearman coefficient of rank correlation is calculated by:
n 2
6Edf
1=1*
r => l
8
N3 - N
There is one observation of Y and

for each origin state.

The symbol N indicates the number of observations of the variables
Y^ and D^. The symbol d^ represents the difference in the ranks

1'2$;
of the

and D variables for the 1^ origin state. The
11
calculated
value will be significantly different from zero

at the 95 percent level of confidence If:
r >
«

1-645 (uni-directional)•
N-l

To test for a significant correlation between the distance
of an origin state and the percent change In the number of tour1bts
from that origin state, the Spearman coefficient of rank
correlation, r Is calculated as:
6Ed^

= 1 - 6(13,042)

= .335.

C49)3 - (.49)
Thus, since:
1.645 a 1.645 = .237
N-l
48
at the 95 percent level of probability, r Is significantly
s
greater than zero since r = .335 is greater than .237. This
result lends statistical support for the hypothesis that during
periods of energy shortages, tourists will generally take shorter
trips to closer destination areas.
An Energy Shortage Regression Model
Since one apparent effect of the energy shortage during the
first quarter of 1974 was a shift in the origin characteristics of
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tourists visiting Louisiana, it is worthwhile to reconsider the
regression model developed in Chapter III used to explain origin
characteristics of Louisiana tourists. In order to note the
effect of the energy shortage on the previous regression model
variables, estimates of the regression model coefficients for
both the first quarter of 1973 and the first quarter of 1974 are
determined. These quarterly models are presented in Table 19.
The dependent variable used is the number of registrants at
the Louisiana State Tourist Information Stations (NTIS).
Given the two quarterly regression models in Table 19, it
is desirable to determine whether or not the two regression
equations are significantly different. The two regression models
for the first quarter of 1973 and the first quarter of 1974 may
be stated as:
NTISq = Bq1 + BQ2 (TD) + Bq3 (DTWO)
and

NTIS1 = Bn + Bu (TD) + B13 (DTWO)

respectively. A reduced model utilizing the data from both time
periods may be expressed as:
NTIS = Bj^ + B2 (TD) + B3 (DTWO).
The formal hypotheses to be tested may be stated as:
H0 : B01 = B11 and B02 = B12 and B03

" B13

Ha : At least one of the B^^ f B^ for 1 = 1, 2, 3,
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Table 19
REGRESSION MODELS FOR THE FIRST QUARTER
OF 1973 AND 1974

PERIOD

R2

First Quarter 1973 ,795

First Quarter 1974 .814

INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES

REGRESSION
T FOR tix:
COEFFICIENTS B = 0

Intercept
TD
DTWO

347.33974
0.03085
1882.92338

1.781
9.910
2.933

124.49824
.03128
4060.53459

1.554
8.720
5.488

Intercept
TD
DTWO
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The general procedure as described by Neter and Wasserman113 is:
1) Fit the models of NTISQ and NTIS^ and obtain the error sum
of squares SSEQ and SSE^. The error sum of squares for the full
model is then defined as SSE(F).
2) Obtain the reduced model under HQ, fit it, and determine
the error sum of squares SSE(R) for the reduced model.
3) Calculate the F* statistic which involves the difference
SSE (R) - SSE(F). The F* is calculated:
=

SSE(R) - SSE(F)
*
+ n2 - 2) - (nj + n2 - 4)

SSE(F)
^ + n2 - 4

which simplifies to:
tj*

SSE(R) - SSE(F) £ SSE(F)
2
' nx + n2 - 4 *

The decision rule for limiting the risk of a Type 1 error at a is:
Accept HQ If F* ^ F(1 - a: 2, n^ + n2 - 4)
Reject HQ if F* j» F(1 - a ; 2, n^ + n2 - 4)
At a = .05 for n^ = n2 = 48 the critical value of F is:
F(.95; 2, 92).
This value of F falls between:
F(.95; 2, 60) = 3.15
and

F(.95; 2, 120) = 3.07.

Therefore, HQ can certainly be rejected if:
F* > 3.15.
From the analysis of variance data as presented in Table 20, F*
may be calculated as:
113John Neter and William Wasserman. Applied Linear Statistical
Models (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1974), pp. 160-165.
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Table 20
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DATA FOR REGRESSION MODELS
FOR THE FIRST QUARTER OF 1973, FIRST QUARTER OF 1974,
AND THE REDUCED MODEL

First Quarter 1973
Regression Coefficients:

b01 = 347.33974
bQ2 »

0.03085

bQ3 » 1882.92338

Analysis of Variance
Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Regression

203,412,355

2

52,496,680

45

255,909,035

47

Error
TOTAL

Degrees of
Freedom

Second Quarter 1974
Regression Coefficients

bfll= 124.49824
b 12=

0.03085

b 13= 1882.92338

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Regression

304,860,914

2

69,722,485

45

374,583,400

47

Error
TOTAL

Degrees of
Freedom
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Table 20 (Continued)
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DATA FOR REGRESSION MODELS
FOR THE FIRST QUARTER OF 1973, FIRST QUARTER OF 1974,
AND THE REDUCED MODEL

Reduced Model for First Quarters 1973 and 1974
Regression Coefficients:

= 235.91899
b2

=

0.03107

b
3

= 2971.72899

Analysis of Variance
Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Regression

499,225,152

2

Error

131,505,039

93

630,505,039

95

TOTAL

Degrees of
freedom
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SSE(F) - SSE1 + SSE2 - 52,496,680 + 69,722,485
- 122,219,165
Thus,
** = 131,279,887-122.219,165
122,219.165
2
* 9 6 - 4
F* = 3.41.
Since,
F* - 3.41 * 3.15,
at the five percent level of significance It can be concluded
that there Is a significant difference between the two regression
equations for the first quarter of 1973 and the first quarter of
1974.
An examination of the two quarterly regression models reveals
that the coefficients for the variable TD remains almost completely
stable from 1973 to 1974. The decrease in the intercept value
from 1973 to 1974 is apparently due to the general dampening effect
of the energy shortage on tourist travel for most states. Recalling
that the variable DTWO is a dummy Intercept variable for the states
of Alabama, Texas, Mississippi, and Arkansas, the increase In
DTWO from 1883 in the first quarter 1973 to 4061 for the first
quarter 1974 certainly reflects the fact that tourists took shorter
trips during the energy shortage thus resulting in an increase
in the number of visitors from these neighboring states. It
should be noted that in times of recurring periodic energy
shortages, the model for the first quarter of 1974 might yield
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better estimates of the tourist market by state-of-origin than
any model based on data from non-energy shortage time periods.
Implications of the Energy Shortage Analysis
Since shortages of energy apparently result in a shift of
the state-of-origin characteristics of tourists it will be
necessary under these conditions to revise the estimates of the
percentages of the tourist market potential located in each
region of the nation. These revised estimates may be obtained
using the regression model for the first quarter of 1974. Since
these regression model regional percentage estimates are used
in the derivation of the tourist market potential for each region,
new tourist potentials for each region will result. This in
turn will lead to a new set of n regional Gompertz models. Thus,
it is possible to re-evaluate the previous media budget allocation
and derive an optimum allocation model for periods of energy
shortages.
In Chapter VI, the saturation level of tourist generated
state tax revenue was defined as C for the nation as a whole and
for each of n regions. The regional maximum level of
"potential" tourist generated state tax revenue (C^) was
calculated by:
- (c)(Pp,
where the

values for i « 1, 2, 3, ...,, n were regional tourist

potential percentages derived from the modified gravity regression
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model. As a result of the energy shortage analysis and the derived
energy shortage regression model which has been shown to be
significantly different from the previously developed model,
new estimates of the regional tourist potential percentages
(P,M) may be derived. Furthermore, the regional maximum level
of potential tourist generated state tax revenue for each of the
n regions may be signified as:
Cjf " (c)(Pp
for periods of critical energy shortages. Thus the regional
models for periods of critical energy shortages will be:

... .
ti
Ytl = CJ' A± i
for each of the n regions.

CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter contains a brief summary of the study and
presents conclusions formulated as a result of the study.
Summary of the Study
Tourism is a vast, important industry in the United States.
Considerable amounts of money are spent in this country every
year for the promotion of travel related activities. Despite
the widespread investments in tourism promotion, very little
is known about the effectiveness of these promotional activities.
A significant factor for this limited knowledge of the effective
ness of tourism promotion is the nonexistence of models which
adequately express the relationship between advertising expendi
tures and the additional tourist travel and/or tourist generated
revenue caused by these expenditures.
The purpose of this study was to develop a model which may
be used to analyze the tourism advertising structure for the
State of Louisiana and to develop a methodology to optimally
allocate a minimum desirable advertising budget.
137
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the distance to Louisiana. In general, the larger the ratio of
total person-nights generated and the distance from Louisiana for
any origin state, the more tourists Louisiana attracts from that
state.
The literature search showed that studies concerning the
effect of tourism promotion on the generation of tourist travel
were, for all practical purposes, non-existent. However, some
reasonable assumptions about the relationship between state
supported advertising and tourist generated state tax revenue
were postulated based on general observations of the tourist
industry and the application of some general economic and market
ing principles. These assumptions were:
1) that the level of tourist generated state tax revenue
should be some non-negative value for a zero level of advertising;
2) there exists some saturation level of tourist generated
state tax revenue beyond which Increased advertising will not
yield additional taxes;
3) there should be a response rate variable relating the
rate of change in tax revenues to the level of advertising;
4) the model should allow for an eventual diminishing
marginal rate of return of tourist generated state tax revenue
for larges if not all, levels of advertising; and
5) that the model Ideally should be flexible enough to allow
for an increasing marginal rate of return at low levels of
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There were several significant findings in this study. One
was an Indication that the Louisiana tourist is significantly
different from the "average" domestic tlnited States tourist by
some degree for all variables analyzed. Therefore, since each
state or region operates In a unique environment, any conclusions
from the general to the specific concerning tourism for any
state must be made with great care.
Following a literature search and review, a modified gravity
regression model of the form
NTISi - Bq + B1 (DONE1> + B2 (DTWOj) + B3 (TD±) + u±
was developed to identify and explain the state-of-origin
characteristics of Louisiana tourists, where:
DONE^ is a dummy intercept variable for states within 350
miles of Louisiana;
DTWO^ is a dummy intercept variable for states within 500
to 800 miles of Louisiana;
TD^ is the ratio of the total number of person nights to the
distance from Louisiana for the i4"*1 origin state.
The estimated regression model was:
NTISj « 175.08 + 17806.80 (D0NE±) + 1478.40 (DTWO^ + 0.16190(TD±).
Thus, a major finding from the regression analysis was that the
number of tourists from the 48 contiguous states and the District
of Columbia to Louisiana is basically a function of two variables,
total person-nights generated by the residents of each state and
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A third function
h(Xt)
was defined as:
h(Xt) - f(X )- g(xt)
BX.
- CA* t - (YQ + Xfc)

and a minimum desirable level of state advertising defined to
occur for Xfc such that
h(Xt) = 0.
An absolute minimum desirable level of state advertising was
defined to exist for

such that

h'(Xt) = C(AB

t

In A)(BXt In B) - 1

- 0.
The absolute minimum desirable and the minimum desirable
levels of state supported advertising for the State of Louisiana
as defined were calculated to be $261,030 and $639,432, respectively.
Since state supported advertising expenditures were below $100,000
in fiscal years 1971-1972 and 1972-1973, the conclusion was made
that the State of Louisiana is greatly underadvertising in the
area of tourism. According to the analysis, an increase In the
level of state funds for Co~u#{gij{i promotion for a large range of
expenditures would result In a more than proportional Increase
in state tax revenues due to increased levels'.6flsoorl'BHi. Although
the absolute minimum desirable and the minimum desirable levels
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advertising If such should be the case. A Gompertz model of the
form

was chosen to demonstrate the relationship between state tourism
advertising and tourist generated state tax revenue, where:
Xt is advertising expenditures in time period t, and
Y

is tourist generated state tax revenue correspond
ing to state supported advertising in time t.

Estimates of the model parameters were calculated through the use of
an iterative approximation procedure. In the case of Louisiana the
model was estimated as:
Yt. » (.44204647)(.98398905)(,026330508)

t

A function equating the cost of tourist promotion and the
additional state tax revenue it creates via increased tourist
expenditures was defined as:

\ - 8«t> " Y0
where:
Xfc is advertising expenditures in time period t,
g(Xfc) is total tourist generated state tax revenue
corresponding to all non-negative values of Xfc>
YQ is the amount of tourist generated state tax
revenue when Xfc = 0*
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of state supported advertising are estimated from data of questlonnable
accuracy, a sensitivity analysis indicated that the derived
conclusion was not extremely sensitive to moderate data errors.
Regional Gompertz models were postulated for each of n
defined regions. These models have the form
*ti
Bi
Yti = CiAi

for

Is 1,

3y ...9 n.

A methodology for an optimum allocation of a given advertising
budget over the n defined regions was developed even though
sufficient regional data were not available for the State of
Louisiana to demonstrate the methodology. The data required for
the implementation of the methodology were essentially the same
type data required for specification of the Gompertz model
developed for the entire nation. The main difference was that
the data were needed for each Individually defined region.

It

was noted that the required data would not be extremely difficult
to obtain, in most instances,it would simply be a matter of keeping
more detailed records. It was suggested that the additional effort
would be well worthwhile In terms of the supplementary information
which may then be obtained.
It was realized that any major changes in the national
economy might have a significant effect on tourist travel patterns. The
recent period of severe energy shortages illustrated just such
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an economic change. Therefore, an examination of the effect of
energy shortages on tourist travel was conducted through an
analysis of the changes in tourist state-of-origin characteristics
from a pre-energy shortage period to a period characterized by
severe energy shortages. Primary emphasis for this phase of the
study focused upon the first quarter of 1974, since that period
coincided approximately with the period of the most severe
energy shortages, and the first quarter of 1973. The data
indicated a slight Increase in the number of tourists visiting
Louisiana from the first quarter of 1973 to the first quarter
of 1974. It was noted, however, that the Increase from the first
quarter of 1973 to the first quarter of 1974 was well below the
average increase for previous years.
A regression analysis indicated that the energy shortage
caused a shift in the state-of-origin characteristics of tourists
visiting Louisiana. A modified gravity regression model explain
ing tourists1 state-of-origin characteristics was specified for
the first quarter of 1973 and 1974. An analysis of variance
showed the two quarterly models to be significantly different.
In addition, a determination was made of the rank coefficient
of correlation for distance to Louisiana (D^) for each origin state
and the percent change in registrations at Louisiana tourist informa
tion stations by state-of-origin from the first quarter of
1973 and the first quarter of 1974 (Y^)• The results
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showed that the ranks of the distance and the percent change
variables were negatively correlated at a level of significance
of a - .05. Thus, the rank correlation analysis indicated
that the energy shortages Influenced travelers to take shorter
trips to closer destinations.
As a result of the apparent changes in tourist travel
patterns by state-of-origin characteristics, it was deemed
necessary to revise the optimum allocation of advertising
expenditures model previously developed through a re-estimation
of the regional Gompertz model parameters. The revised optimum
allocation model was defined in terms of regional energy shortage
data and new regional saturation levels (C^) as estimated from
the energy shortage regression model.
Conclusions of the Study
Despite the fact that state tourist commissions spend
millions of dollars annually for tourist promotion, at the time
of this writing the literature contains no study, quantitative
or non-quantitative, which investigates the effect of state
tourist promotion on tourist travel, tourist expenditures or
tourist generated tax revenuesi. Thus, the primary contribution
of this study might be that it is the first in-depth quantita
tive, model-building study of the basic tourism advertising
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structure of a state. Hopefully, this study establishes a
foundation for further research in this field.
The primary conclusion of this investigation is that the
objectives of the study have been achieved. A model is developed
which appears to adequately demonstrate the relationship between
state supported advertising and tourist generated state tax
revenue. Furthermore, a methodology is developed which yields a
minimum desirable level of state advertising and the optimum
allocation of that level of advertising.
There are several basic strengths of this analysis. The
conclusion the State of Louisiana is underadvertising is
supplemented by the expected benefits derived from increased
levels of advertising in terms of direct tourist expenditures
and derived tourist generated state tax revenue. The minimum
desirable level of state supported advertising may be revised
and more accurately estimated as more data become available.
Furthermore, the optimum allocation of a given advertising
level may be revised if significant economic changes indicate
a shift in tourist state-of-origin characteristics. Most importantly,
the revision procedure yields a new optimum allocation model as
soon as data indicating the approximate direction and magnitude
of any economic change on tourist travel are estimated.
The major problem in tourist studies in general and the major
weakness of this study is the lack of a good data base for
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quantitative analyses. Therefore, it is felt that a secondary
contribution of this study is the description of regional data
required for additional desirable analyses. The identification
of the data and the methodology outlined for the analysis of the
data should prove very useful to state tourist commissions In
determining the effects of state tourism advertising on the
attraction of tourists by regional origins.
The results of this study suggest several possibilities for
additional research. One very important area yet to be analyzed
is the media mix for state tourism advertising. If the optimum
mix of the various possible advertising media were used by the
state, the economic benefits to the state from increased levels
of tourism and expenditures might be significantly increased.
A study of the demographic characteristics of the travelers
visiting Louisiana coupled with an investigation of the relative
influence of various media on these tourists or
people of similar demographic characteristics might prove
beneficial. Included within the media mix are the various state
attractions which are promotable. Here too, survey data crossclassified as to the main attraction or attractions with
demographic data and state-of-origin characteristics of the
tourists might be revealing.
An Interesting aspect of this study is how major changes in
the national economy affect tourist travel patterns. This study
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analyzed the effect of energy shortages on travel to Louisiana.
Further research might investigate the effect of energy shortages
on the different major attractions, states, or regions of the
country. It is reasonable to assume that some attractions,
states, and/or regions felt the impact of the energy crunch
more than others. It might be postulated that1 these tourist
attractions, states, and/or regions relatively far away from
highly populated areas suffered the greatest loss of tourist
trade, while tourist areas closer to large concentrations of
populations fared better.
In conclusion, it is noted that while the methodologies
followed in this study are thought to be theoretically sound,
inaccuracies and/or incompleteness of the data base must be
taken into account. It is cautioned that results based upon
imperfect data should not necessarily lead to.hard and set
decision rules. While the author realizes that a better data
base would lead to more reliable results and conclusions,
he hopes that this study provides some insight into the
problems found in the tourist industry and a general
methodology upon which further research may be based.
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APPENDIX A

RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS FOR THE NULL HYPOTHESIS THAT THE PROPORTIONAL
BREAKDOWN FOR LOUISIANA TOURISTS AND ALL DOMESTIC TOURISTS IN GENERAL
FOR EACH OF EIGHT CLASSIFICATIONS ARE THE SAME
(BASED ON TABLES 3 THROUGH 10).
Critical
Value
For o «• .001

Classification

Calculated
Chi-Square

Means of Transport

1245.0

20.52

Reject HQ

Purpose of Trip

3123.1

18.46

Reject HQ

Family Income

527.8

18.46

Reject Hq

Weekend Trip

651.6

13.82

Reject HQ

Vacation Trip

1720.6

13.82

Reject HQ

Round Trip Distance

3483.3

22.46

Reject HQ

Duration of Trip

2844.9

16.27

Reject Hq

Quarter of Travel

1587.2

16.27

Reject HQ

Conclusion
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APPENDIX B

Person-Nights (PN^) and Person-Nights for the Purpose of
Recreation, Sightseeing, and Entertainment (PNREC.) Spent
in the State of Louisiana by Residents of all Origin States,
1972.

State

Alahama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
..
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon

(PN.)

(PNRECi)

769,188
31,859
560,651
580,641
192,703
13,374
6,064
18,384
528,100
620,750
0
428,311
280,499
9,516
559,269
243,790
0
402,916
41,353
403,619
119,406
1,320,224
573,493
0
42,063
0
3,457
43,536
32,200
327,003
239,576
0
508,138
109,360
40,951

108,425
26,096
194,703
249,039
23,912
9
0
0
228,422
204,378
0
340,900
123,525
0
46,274
118,790
0
59,800
34,439
109,774
65,442
280,362
158,593
0
0
0
3,457
37,180
0
210,540
77,526
0
47,992
42,840
6,524
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APPENDIX B (Continued)
Person-Nights (PN.) and Person-Nights for the Purpose of
Recreation, Sightseeing, and Entertainment (PNREC-) Spent
in the State of Louisiana by Residents of all Origin States,
1972.

State

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

(PN-)

(PNRECi)

401,812
0
229,534
0
90,344
2,853,729
0
0
137,798
37,396

.• '1?7,315
0
61,280
0
35,340
597,450
0
0
74,706
11,300
0
47,072
0

56,358
19,572a

a .<* .Modified Value for Wyoming
Source:

Data produced by computer program developed for this
study using the 1972 National Travel Survey publicuse computer tape.
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APPENDIX C
The Number of Tourists Registering at Louisiana
Tourist Information Stations From Each Origin
State (NTXSj) During 1972 and 1973.

State

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine'
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

IfTIS^ (1972)

25,737
3,259
5,427
23,896
3,759
2,402
836
1,346
15,823
10,607
505
24,216
11,147
5,155
4,696
6,339
799
3,978
3,318
13,162
5,072
53,202
13,143
480
1,770
837
687
6,268
1,968
11,917
6,245
619
18,008
8,214
2,102
9,984

NTISj (1973)

23,817
3,159
5,734
23,437
4,852
2,463
888
1,378
16,453
10,329
595
22,760
12,550
4,619
3,798
6,410
817
5,375
3,346
13,913
5,467
48,960
13,682
616
2,028
841
672
6,416
1,823
13,397
5,807
471
17,261
7,203
2,089
10,126
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

The Number of Toutists Registering at Louisiana
Tourist Information Stations From Each Origin
State (NTISj) During 1972 and 1973.

State

NTISi (1972)

NTISj (1973)

Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

723
3,924
677
18,776
73,714
986
494
6,226
2,900
2,072
7,025
465

675
4,459
844
16,009
86,958
868
440
6,517
2,657
1,677
8,006
425

TOTAL

424,905

425,884

Source:

Data secured from the Louisiana Tourist Development
Commission.
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APPENDIX D
Distance of the i**1 Origin State from Louisiana (Dp

State

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri;:
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

D± (Miles)

324
1,403
316
1,901
1,182
1,445
1,199
1,099
653
493
1,905
894
805
939
683
710
1,708
1,138
1,536
1,085
1,241
151
630
1,970
976
1,975
1,585
1,270
1,037
1,375
839
1,504
926
589
2,341
1,163
1,506
697

APPEND^ D (Continued)

Distance of the i

State

D± (Miles}

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Source:

Origin State from Louisiana (D^)

697
1,316
530
309
1,639
1,593
1,026
2,410
925
1,043
1,323

Estimated from Rand McNally Road Atlas, op. cit.
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APPEJDlX E
Population of Each Origin State (P^) for 1970

State

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

P^ (Thousands)

3,444
1,772
1,923
19,953
2,207
3,032
548
757
6,789
4,590
713
11,114
5,194
2,825
2,249
3,219
994
3,922
5,689
8,875
3,805
2,217
4,677
694
1,484
489
738
7,168
1,016
18,191
5,082
618
10,652
2,559
2,091
11,794
950

APPENDIX E (Continued)

Population of Each Origin State (P^) for 1970

State

P^ (Thousands)

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Source:

2,591
666
3,924
11,197
1,059
445
4,648
3,409
1,744
4,418
332

Pocket Data Book, USA 1971, op. cit.
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APPENDIX F

Total Person-Nights (TPN.) by State-of-Origin
to All Destinations, 1972

State

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon

(TPNj)

19,045,291
21,666,772
12,302,702
204,349,537
25,078,788
25,738,360
4,424,886
3,189,677
83,480,369
27,550,880
7,555,020
106,336,326
46,572,579
17,752,895
22,586,329
19,056,705
28,023,831
9,138,636
41,704,927
50,487,974
87,028,605
51,042.231
11,737,426
38,905,204
8,443,170
14,839,914
2,447,097
3,138,606
50,610,023
8,266,921
153,413,125
25,015,356
2,908,667
91,202,239
19,240,428
22,571,774
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APPENDIX F (Continued)
Total Person-Nights (TP.) by State-of-Origin
to All Destinations, 1972

State

(TPNj)

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Source:

82,538,723
8,347,454
30,849,129
18,451,790
918,017
35,716,849
34,070,662
13,320,177
46,105,317
2,284,671

Data produced by computer program developed for this
study using the 1972 National Travel Survey publicuse computer tape.

I
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APPENDIX G
The Propensity to Travel of the Residents
of Each Origin State (PT^).

State

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Pf

i

5.53
12.23
6.40
10.24
11.36
8.49
8.07
4.21
12.30
6.00
10.60
9.57
8.97
6.28
10.04
5.92
9.19
10.63
8.87
9.80
13.41
5.29
8.32
12.17
10.00
5.00
4.25
7.06
8.14
8.43
4.92
4.70
8.56
7.52
10.80
7.00
8.79
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APPENDIX G (Continued)

The Propensity to Travel of the Residents
of Each Origin State (PTj).

State

PT^

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

11.91
6.00
5.14
9.84
17.42
2.06
7.68
9.99
7.64
10.44
6.88

Source: Calculated from Total Person-Nights (TPN^) and
Population (P^) for Each Origin State.
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APPENDIX H

Per Capita Income of the Residents of
Each Origin State (PCip, 1970

State

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

PCI^ ($ Thousands)

2,332
2,945
2,155
3r632
3,118
3,900
3,278
3,859
3.092
2,649
2.649
3,512
3.093
2,894
2,945
2,437
2,550
3,540
3,425
3,373
3,052
1,935
2,983
2,712
2,814
3,570
3,023
3,691
2,449
3.650
2,492
2,479
3,221
2,723
3,163
3,093
3,147
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APPENDIX H (Continued)
Per Capita Income of the Residents of
Each Origin State (PCIj), 1970

£

State
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

PCI^ ($ Thousands)
2,313
2,147
2,469
2,810
2,703
2,776
3,013
3,370
2,338
3,046
2,910

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, op. cit.. Table 17.
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APPENDIX I

Mean Household Income (HYj) and the Index of Income
Concentration (1^) for Each Origin State, 1970

State

HY^ ($ Thousands)

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

7,185
8,744
6,282
9,848
8.658
11,561
9,759
8,917
8,363
7,978
7,890
10,190
9,156
8,241
8,106
7,178
7,365
10,632
9,878
10,313
9,015
6,116
8,351
7,846
7,923
9,830
8,650
11.082
7,832
10,309
7,404
7,301
9,637
7,470
8,695
9.038

*i
.393
.363
.404
.357
.349
.336
.346
.425
.398
.381
.350
.342
.322
.347
.362
.392
.328
.349
.334
.329
.346
.427
.369
.349
.355
.332
.317
.341
.389
.369
.372
.369
.331
.387
.345
.334
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APPENDIX I (Continued)

Mean Household Income {HYj) and the Index of Income
Concentration CI^I for Each Origin State, 1970

State

Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

HY^ ($ Thousands)

8,729
7,123
7,044
7,338
8,348
8,S67
7,897
8,685
9,248
6,872
9,108
8,477

1^

.341
.375
.386
.390
.380
.330
.341
.379
.335
.371
.326
.340

Source: 'J. S. Bureau of the Census, op. cit., Table 68.
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APPENDIX J

The Ratio of Total Person-Nights (TPN^) to the
Distance to Louisiana (D^) for Each Origin State, 1972 (TD.).

State

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

TD^

58,782
15,443
38,933
107,496
21,217
17,812
3,690
2,902
127,841
55,884
3,965
118,944
57,854
18,906
33,069
26,840
5,350
47,496
32,870
80,211
41,130
77,731
61,754
4,286
15,205
1,239
1,980
39,850
7,972
111,573
29,816
1,934
98,491
32,666
9,642
70,971
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APPENDIX J (Continued)

The Ratio of Total Person-Nights (TPN.) to the
Distance to Louisiana (D.) for Each Origin State, 1972 (TD^).

State

Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

5,543
44,260
3,035
38,056
356,684
11,258
576
34,812
14,137
14,400
44,205
1,905

Source: Generated from Data in Tables 14 and 16.
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APPENDIX K

PROGRAM 1-SPECIFY: PROGRAM TO ESTIMATE THE
PARAMETERS OF THE GOMPERTZ MODEL
1

Implicit Real *8 (A-H, O-Z)

2

Dimension W(20)

3

Read, CL, CU, YO, XI, Yl, X2, Y2, ERROR

4
5

D = DLOG(Yl)
J =0

6

DO 11 I - 1,20

7

10

J =J+1

8

W(I) - (CL + CU)/2

9

C = W(I)

10

A - YO/C

11

E = DLOG(C)

12

F - DLOG(A)

13

G - (D - E)/F

14

H «= DLOG(G)

15

P - H/Xl

16

B = DEXP(P)

17

R » DLOG(B)

18

D = X2 * R

19

T - DEXP(S)

20

V » (F * T) + E

21

Y2P - DEXP(V)

22

DIFI - Y2P - Y2

23

DIF2 - Y2 - Y2P

24

IF (DIFl.GT.ERROR)GO TO 31

25

IF (DIF2.GT.ERROR)GO TO 32

26

GO TO 33

27
28
29

31 CU - C
GO TO 11
32 CL - C
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APPENDIX K (Continued)
30

11 CONTINUE

31

33 CONTINUE

32

PRINT, A, B, C, CL, CU, J, Y2P, Y2, ERROR

33

STOP

34

END
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APPENDIX L

PROGRAM 2 - NEWTON*S APPROXIMATION TO ESTIMATE THE
MINIMUM DESIRABLE LEVEL OF ADVERTISING
1

Implicit

Real *8 (A-H, O-Z)

2

Dimension X(50)

3

Read, YO, X(l), H, HPR, ERROR, A, B, C

4

J -0

5

DO 15 I » 1.50

6

J - J +1

7

X(I + 1) - X(I) - (H/HPR)

8

Z - X(I + 1)

9

D • DLOG(B)

10

E-D*Z

11

F » DEXP(E)

12
13

G - DLOG(A)
G = F*G

14

P - DEXP(Q)

15

H - (C * P) - (YO + (Z/100))

16

AH - DABS (H)

17

IF (AH.LT.ERROR) GO TO 30

18

HPR - (C * P * G * F * D) - (.01)

19

15 CONTINUE

20

30 PRINT, Z, H, J

21

STOP

22

END
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